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About the Documentation

IN THIS SECTION

Documentation and Release Notes | viii

Documentation Conventions | viii

Documentation Feedback | xi

Requesting Technical Support | xi

Use this guide to communicate insights and analysis about your network.

Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page ix defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page ix defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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QRadar Pulse App

QRadar Pulse is a dashboard app that you can use to communicate insights and analysis about your network.
Take the pulse of your SOC with dynamic real-time dashboards that provide meaningful insights into your
security posture and threat landscape. Visualize offenses, network data, threats, andmalicious user behavior
from around the world in scatter and choropleth geographical maps, a 3D threat globe, and auto updating
charts. Share dashboards with colleagues. See offenses unfold near real time and track your security threats
from around the globe.

QRadar Pulse includes the following key capabilities:

• Use predefined dashboard templates to get started before you create one of your own.

• Use dashboard links or export dashboards to share them with colleagues.

• Create dashboard items based on AQL queries, offenses, or by using the generic API to access a full
range of data from QRadar or its apps.

• Fine-tune your display with themes and flexible dashboard layout.

• Expand dashboard items to display in a multi-screen SOC.

• Create unique dashboards to track and communicate insights and analysis about your network.

• Explore insights by drilling down to a Pulse dashboard, a URL, or a specific page in the calling application
(QRadar or QRadar Analyst Workflow).

What's New in QRadar Pulse

Stay up to date with the new features that are available in QRadar Pulse so that you get the most out of
your dashboard experience.

2.2.5

Updated language support

QRadar Pulse 2.2.5 includes language support for functionality that was introduced in 2.2.4. The following
languages are supported based onQRadar user preferences: English, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian, and Portuguese (Brazil).
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Earlier Versions

In case you missed a release, review a list of features from previous versions of QRadar Pulse.

2.2.4

Work more efficiently

Several workflow improvements make Pulse simpler to use:

• Pulse has a clean new look with fewer icons on panels and on the dashboard.

• Widgets contain a data source query and a display chart, and appear as panels in dashboards. The new
searchable widgets librarymakes it easy to see all the widgets in your workspace. You can create widgets,
reuse widgets in new or existing dashboards, duplicate and edit widgets, or delete widgets. When you
create a new dashboard, the widgets library opens to help you start adding content right away.

• Chart legend controls now appear in the widget's General tab rather than in a separate Legend tab.

• From theMore options dashboard menu, you can set the current dashboard as the default or delete it.

Display your data in new ways

Chart enhancements give you new ways of looking at your data:

• In choropleth geographic charts, geographic regions are shaded based on a selected metric from an AQL
data source.

• Give bar charts a sleek new look. If you have only one series, you can choose to color the bars all the
same (monochrome). If you have more than one series, choose a color for each series.

• You can indicate tabular chart thresholds by using a custom symbol shape and color. Previously, thresholds
were indicated only by using a colored side bar.

Retrieve new data sources with the generic API

• With the new Generic API option, you can retrieve data from the QRadar REST API and installed apps.
For example, use the QRadar asset_model/assets endpoint to retrieve assets by ID.

Customize the look by using themes

In addition to the existing Pulse (default) theme, try the new Light (Cool Gray 10) and Dark (Gray 100)
themes. Themes control the background color and chart colors.

Drill down to pages in QRadar or QRadar Analyst Workflow

The Open a page drill-down type is context-based and opens a page such as Offense Summary in the
source application, whether it's QRadar or QRadar Analyst Workflow.
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2.2.3

Support for multiple languages

QRadar Pulse 2.2.3 supports the following languages based onQRadar user preferences: English, Simplified
Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Japanese, Korean, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian, and Portuguese
(Brazil).

Correct SSL certificate validation

In QRadar 7.3.0 and later, QRadar Pulse sometimes failed towork properly after it was upgraded or installed,
due to improper validation of custom Apache SSL certificates. Now, Pulse correctly validates custom
Apache SSL certificates.

2.2.2

Share dashboards

You can share a dashboard with other QRadar Pulse users by sending them a dashboard link. When you
share a dashboard, other users see it in read-onlymode. Any updates that youmake to the shared dashboard
are seen by the other users. Drill down to other QRadar Pulse dashboards is preserved only if the target
dashboards are also shared; the drill-down links do not appear if the target QRadar Pulse dashboards are
not shared.

Users can import shared dashboards; however, importing a shared dashboard breaks the link and the
dashboard is no longer read-only for that user.

You can stop sharing a dashboard at any time. If a user tries to open a previously shared dashboard, a
message appears indicating that the dashboard is unavailable.

Filter dashboards by type

In the dashboard list, tags indicate whether dashboards are Shared with me, Shared by me, or if they have
an Update available. To make it easier to find a particular dashboard, you can click the filter icon to filter
the dashboards based on these criteria.

Drill down in pie charts and bar charts

In pie charts and bar charts, you can drill down to a Pulse dashboard, a QRadar page such as Offense
Summary, or an external URL.

Highlight the selected drill-down row in tabular charts

In tabular charts, when you drill down to a target in the current window, the selected chart row is highlighted
so that you can clearly see where the drill down was initiated.

Show stacked area chart for time series
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In time series charts, you can use a stacked area chart to show trending of more than one field at a time.
The values of each field are stacked on top of each other and summed. For example, if you are tracking
event rates (EPS) from several sources, you can use a stacked area chart so that you see both the individual
event rates and the total event rate.

Add a scatter chart

A scatter chart displays two variables. The X and Y axes represent the values of the two variables, and
each point on the chart represents an observation. You can specify thresholds that change the color, shape,
or size of the points based on a third variable.

Display 0 in big number charts for AQL data sources

When you use big number charts with numeric data from AQL data sources, set Display 0 if no data is
returned to On if you want to prevent a blank chart or a No data was returned message. This behavior
matches the standard behavior for offense data sources.

View column names in pie chart hover text

When you pause the cursor over a pie chart slice, hover text now displays the column name as well as the
percentage size of the slice.

2.2.1

This release contains internal enablement for future releases.

2.2.0

Drill down on tabular chart rows

In tabular charts, you can drill down to a Pulse dashboard, a QRadar page such as Offense Summary, or
an external URL. The following image shows the result of drilling down on a tabular chart to the QRadar
Offense Summary page.
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An updated version of the Offense Overview template is available. When you select a row in theMost
recent offenses,Most severe offenses, orMy offenses charts, Pulse drills down to the QRadar Offense
Overview page.

Reduced the dashboard icon clutter

Dashboard and dashboard item icons are consolidated into navigation menus to make the display cleaner.
The following image shows a dashboard item menu.

Set the data alignment in a tabular chart

Select the default alignment for the entire chart or specific columns, or choose the alignment that is
inherited from the default column settings. The following image shows a center alignment.
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Change bar display on bar charts to horizontal

Select the orientation for the bars to display vertically or horizontally. The default orientation is vertical.
Use the horizontal orientation when you have long labels for the categories that might be cut off if you
display as a vertical bar chart, or if you don't have much data to display.

Use a logarithmic scale in time series charts

Improve the presentation of time series information that contains occasional spikes, by using a logarithmic
Y-axis scale. A logarithmic scale prevents spikes from compressing "typical" data values in the time series
to a narrow range at the bottom of the scale.

Geographic charts do not require Internet access

Geographic charts no longer require Internet access to render properly.
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Maintain colors after a refresh in bar, pie, and time series charts

For consistency when dashboard items are refreshed, bar chart, pie chart, and time series chart items
maintain their colors.

Dashboard item names are no longer auto-capitalized

Previously, nameswere changed to title casewhen they appeared as dashboard item titles. Now, dashboard
item titles appear exactly as they were entered.

2.1.6

Incorporated version 1.2.0 of the Threat Globe dashboard, which includes the following features and
improvements:

• Include or hide local events that are occurring in your network.

• Locations that are added to the network hierarchy in QRadar 7.3.1 or later now display on the threat
globe.

• Changed the configuration so that uploading a MaxMind database is optional in QRadar 7.3.1 or later.
The MaxMind database that is available in QRadar 7.3.1 or later provides supplementary geolocation
information. For more information, see “Configuring the Threat Globe Dashboard” on page 33.

• Added the average number of days an offense is open to the count on the offenses list.

• Removed the requirement for an authentication token.

• Fixed minor defects.

2.1.5

QRadar branding is displayed on expanded dashboard and dashboard items by default.

A user preference setting was added to enable or disable QRadar branding per workspace. For example,
if you have many dashboards on your SOC wall, the QRadar branding helps you distinguish QRadar Pulse
dashboards from others.
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You can hide the branding.

Offense aggregation for pie charts

Use aggregate functions, such as FIRST, AVERAGE, SUM, COUNT, MAXIMUM, or MINIMUM, so that a
count based on an offense ID is returned rather than the total of the ID values. For example, to see how
many offenses are in a domain, you set domain_id as the label and add id as a value. Then, you select
Count to sum the number of instances for the id value. In the following image, the idwas counted to return
a number of offenses by domain_id.

For more information, see Creating a pie chart in “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

Axis types for bar charts

Select the axis type for the x and y axes in bar charts to force the underlying charting software to use
discrete numbers instead of a range of numbers. For example, tomeasure the number of events by domains
for offenses, you include domain_id as an offense field, and set it as the category for the x-axis. Then, you
set event_count as the value, and select Sum to aggregate the values. In the following image, the x-axis
type for domain_id is set to Category.
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For more information, see Creating a bar chart in “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

2.1.4

Enhanced chart displays to be more consistent.

• Enter HTML color codes in the dashboard chart color palette to make it easier to select the same colors
on different charts. Save black and white as colors in the color palette so that these colors are available
to select in different charts. The following example shows the new color selector.
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• See error messages fully displayed in the charts to help you troubleshoot issues. Users who don't have
access to the dashboard or dashboard item can see the full message.

• Show or hide the title and status of a dashboard item. For example, if the title or status line is long and
overlaps other areas of the chart, you can hide it from view for a cleaner display on the SOC wall.

Enhanced thresholds in charts to improve security threat visibility.

• Assign a threshold line on time series charts to customize displayed alert ranges so that you can quickly
recognize when values exceed a benchmark. You can select the color of the line by using the new color
selector. The following image shows an example.
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• Set the data and background colors for thresholds in Big Number charts to make it easier to quickly
distinguish offenses based on severity or relevance. Set the threshold based on any numerical field that
is returned in the query results. The following example shows a query with a threshold based on the
selected Big Number Value field.

• Set the y-axis range that is displayed on time series and bar charts to make it easier to compare data in
different charts.

Improved creation of dashboard items to make configuration easier.

• Enhanced the dashboard editor so that you can edit a dashboard item and save it without rerunning the
query. For example, if a query doesn't return results, such as when the time period isn't long enough to
pick up new events, or if the magnitude or severity value isn't applicable when you run the query, you
can save the dashboard item. If you edit the query, you must run the query again before you can save
the dashboard item.

• Added a field selector to the offense dashboard item to make it easier to select the data fields to display
in chart results. For more information, see “CreatingWidgets from an Offense Data Source” on page 49.

• Simplified how to create time series charts by adding a dynamic series option that splits the time series
by creating a series for each distinct value in a selected column. For more information, see “Time Series
Charts in QRadar Pulse” on page 91 and “Tracking the Top Five Most Active Devices in the Last Ten
Minutes” on page 95.

• Updated the AQL query in template dashboards to accommodate chart improvements (Average Event
Rate (EPS) and Peak Event Rate (EPS)) and reduce the number of charts that you need to edit after you
upgrade to QRadar Pulse 2.1.4.

Added more charts and default dashboard content to help you monitor your environment.

• Added a Top 10 Log Sources by Event Count chart to the Event and flow metrics dashboard as an
example of the dynamic time series capability.

This query excludes the following console log sources: 63, 64, 66, 67, and 69. These represent the
following log sources: Health Metrics, SIM Audits, Custom Rule Engine, System Notifications, and Asset
Profiler. This chart is also limited to 10 log sources.

• Added a Summary view default dashboard to demonstrate new features in QRadar Pulse 2.1.4, such as
dynamic time series and Big Number chart thresholds.
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• Added a link to the Switch Dashboard page to more clearly indicate when dashboard templates are
updated in each QRadar Pulse release.

2.1.3

• Introduced parameters tomake creating and sharing AQL queries easier. For more information, see “Use
Cases for AQL Parameters” on page 59.

• Updated the following event dashboard charts with parameter values:Average event rate (EPS),Average
FPS, Peak FPS, and Peak event rate (EPS).

• Added aliases to the column names in the Raw EPS average 1 minute dashboard item.

• Added aliases to the Active offenses over time query fields and displayed the dormant offenses.

• Added the ability to adjust the scale of the display when a dashboard item is opened in a separate page.

• Added the ability to set thresholds on Big Number charts.

2.1.2

• Pin or unpin dashboards and dashboard items after you open them in a new window. Restore all of your
pinned windows after they are closed.

• Enhancements to geographic location charts, including auto-rotation, line markers, colors, and shapes.
Use thresholds to display the magnitude of events.

• Import dashboard templates fromQRadar content extensions. See “Installing the QRadar Pulse App” on
page 29 and “QRadar Pulse Dashboard Components and Workspaces” on page 41.

• Increased the limit per user for dashboards (100) and dashboard items (800).

• Renamed the starttime field to start_time in the AQL statements for the following three dashboard
items: Peak event rate (EPS), Average FPS, and Peak FPS.

NOTE: You must make the same changes in your own AQL statements in these charts.

2.1.1

• GDPR compliant. See “Privacy Assessment” on page 124.

• Incorporates version 1.1.1 of the Threat Globe.

• Set a dashboard as the default dashboard. See “Displaying Dashboards” on page 105.

• Enhancements to charts to improve rendering and performance:
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• Multiple points added to the geographic chart that display the traffic paths from source IP to destination
IP.

• Three new line shapes added to time series charts (linear, spline, and step).

• Three new line modes added to time series charts (markers, lines, or both).

2.1.0 (Pulse Dashboard)

• Import and export dashboards to share with colleagues.

• Scale the screen resolution of dashboards and dashboard items.

• Performance enhancements.

2.0.1 (Pulse Dashboard Early Access)

• Support was added for QRadar 7.3.0.

• Modified the AQL queries for the Default IDs and Active offenses dashboard items.

• Removed the Log source event count over time dashboard item.

2.0.0 (Pulse Dashboard Early Access)

• Create dashboard items based on AQL and offense data, and then add them to dashboards. See “QRadar
Pulse Widgets” on page 49.

• Use predefined dashboards as a way to get started before you create one of your own.

• Create unique dashboards to track operational data. See “Displaying Dashboards” on page 105.

• Resize and reposition dashboard items as different metrics and vulnerabilities within your organization
change priority.

• Enlarge dashboard items to display on a SOC monitor.

• Access the threat globe in its own dashboard.

1.1.0 (Threat Globe)

• Added support for non-administrative users to be able to visualize security incidents and investigate
offenses. See “Installing the QRadar Pulse App” on page 29.

• Fixed an issue where negative values weren't allowed in the longitude and latitude fields of the
Configuration page.
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• Streamlined the configuration process by removing unnecessary fields in theConfiguration page: Interval
to show and Fetch interval.

1.0.3

• Corrected an issue where events were shown in the default location if the MaxMind GeoIP database
was uploaded in a compressed format.

• Changed the default security event category selection (removed the limit of five categories). All categories
are initially selected. If you already changed the category selections, those selections aren't changed
when you upgrade to 1.0.3.

• Added the playback time to the playback controls section.

• Added the offense ID to the page that appears when you hover over events.

• Added a tooltip to the offenses list.

• Clarified the time period when no offense data is received.

• Improved error messages to contain error details.

1.0.2

• Resolves an issue where events don't load in a timely manner in certain environments.

1.0.1

• Performance improvements

1.0.0

• Visualize security incidents from around the globe. See “Visualizing Security Incidents on the Threat
Globe Dashboard” on page 108.

• Investigate each offense in detail. See “Investigating the Details Of an Offense from the Threat Globe
Dashboard” on page 114.
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Known Issues

The QRadar Pulse app has required information for known issues.

Version 2.2.4

In QRadar Pulse 2.2.4, the Top 10 log sources widget in the Event and Flow metrics dashboard uses a
new query. When the query is used on an QRadar 7.3.1 deployment, it displays an error. To work around
the problem, use the following query instead:

SELECT logsourcename(logsourceid) AS 'MY Log Sources',LONG(SUM(eventcount) / ((MAX(endTime) -
MIN(startTime) + 1) / 1000.0)) as event_rate FROMeventsGROUPBY logsourceidORDERBYevent_rate
DESC LIMIT 10 LAST 2 HOURS

Also, the Top log sources widget in the Summary view dashboard shows incorrect values if the event
count is 1. Currently, there is no work-around for this problem.

Version 2.2.2 and later

When you install QRadar Pulse 2.2.2 or later on QRadar 7.3.0 Patch 7, Threat Globe does not install and
the Threat Globe dashboard does not work. To prevent the problem, use QRadar Pulse 2.2.1 or earlier on
QRadar 7.3.0 Patch 7.

If you need to revert to an earlier QRadar Pulse version, it is recommended to export all users' dashboards
because the dashboards are removed during reinstallation.

Version 2.2.2

In QRadar Pulse 2.2.2 installed on QRadar 7.4.0 or later, do not create multiple instances of the Threat
Globe. Doing so can cause errors when you upgrade toQRadar Pulse 2.2.3 and can cause the Threat Globe
to not show up as a dashboard for any users.
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QRadar Pulse Dashboard Components and Workspaces | 41

QRadar Pulse Widgets | 49

Installing the QRadar Pulse App

Use the QRadar Assistant app to install the QRadar Pulse app archive on your QRadar computer.

Before you install the app, ensure that QRadar meets the minimummemory (RAM) requirements. QRadar
Pulse requires 350MBof freememory from the application pool ofmemory. If QRadar Pulse fails to install,
then your application pool does not have enough free memory to run the app. Consider adding an App
Node or an App Host to your QRadar deployment.

QRadar 7.3.0 and 7.3.1 use an App Node, which is an unmanaged host, that is dedicated to running apps.
Provision an App Node to provide extra storage, memory, and CPU resources for your apps without
impacting the processing capacity of your QRadar Console. For more information, see Juniper Secure
Analytics Administration Guide..

QRadar 7.3.2 or later use an App Host, which is a managed host, that is dedicated to running apps. App
Hosts provide extra storage, memory, and CPU resources for your apps without impacting the processing
capacity of your QRadar Console. For more information, see Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

1. Choose one of the following methods to download your app:

• If the QRadar Assistant app is configured on QRadar, use the instructions fromQRadar Assistant App
Guide to install QRadar Pulse.

• If the QRadar Assistant app is not configured, download the QRadar Pulse app archive from the IBM
Security App Exchange onto your local computer. You must have an IBM ID to access the App
Exchange.

2. If you downloaded the app from the App Exchange, complete the following steps:

a. On the QRadar Console, click Admin >Extensions Management.

b. In the ExtensionManagementwindow, clickAdd and select the app archive that youwant to upload
to the console.

c. Select the Install immediately check box.

NOTE: You might have to wait several minutes before your app becomes active.
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d. To preview the contents of an app after it is added and before it is installed, select it from the list
of extensions, and clickMore Details. Expand the folders to view the individual content items in
each group.

3. When the installation is complete, clear your browser cache and refresh the browser window to see
the Pulse tab.

After you install QRadar Pulse, it is displayed as a capability in the User Roles page on the Admin tab. To
use the app, a QRadar administrator must assign the app, and any other capabilities that it requires, to a
user role. For more information, see “Installing the QRadar Pulse App” on page 29.

Supported Browsers for QRadar Pulse

For the dashboards and widget charts in dashboard items to work properly, you must use a supported
web browser.

The following table lists the supported of web browsers:

Table 3: Supported Browsers

Supported versionsWeb browser

LatestMozilla Firefox

LatestGoogle Chrome

LatestMicrosoft Edge
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NOTE: Your graphics card and browser must support WebGL for parts of the threat globe to
render properly. To test if your browser supportsWebGL, go toWebGL (https://get.webgl.org/).
If you see a spinning cube on the web page, your browser supports WebGL.

The following image indicates a web browser that supports WebGL.

Minimum QRadar Product Versions for QRadar Pulse

Before you install QRadar Pulse, ensure that the versions of QRadar Pulse and QRadar products are
compatible.

Table 4: Supported Product Versions

Minimum QRadar versionsQRadar Pulse version

QRadar 7.3.0 (Fix Pack 6) or later

QRadar Community Edition 7.3.1

NOTE: For optimal performance, increase the memory on the
QRadar appliance to 350 MB.

2.1.0 or later
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Table 4: Supported Product Versions (continued)

Minimum QRadar versionsQRadar Pulse version

All versions of QRadar 2014.8, except for 2014.8 software
update 9. Users of 2014.8 fix pack 9 can upgrade to 2014.8
fix pack 10.

QRadar 7.3.0 software update 4 (with a workaround) and later

QRadar 7.3.1

TIP: For optimal performance, limit the number of distinct user
role and permission combinations that have access to QRadar
Pulse to no more than 6.

1.1.0 (Threat Globe GA)

NOTE: The default metric dashboard items work in QRadar 7.3.0 (Fix Pack 6) or later. If you're
using QRadar Pulse 1.1.0 or earlier on QRadar 2014.8 or versions earlier than 7.3.0 (Fix Pack 6),
when you upgrade QRadar Pulse, some dashboards and dashboard items might not render
properly. Upgrade to QRadar 7.3.0 (Fix Pack 6) or later.

Assigning User Capabilities for QRadar Pulse

After you install QRadar Pulse, it is displayed as a capability in User Roles on the Admin tab. To use the
app, a QRadar administrator must assign the app, and any other capabilities that it requires, to a user role.

Non-administrators can work with data that is limited to the restrictions set in their security profile, if
permitted by their user role, but they cannot configure QRadar Pulse. Users are limited to 100 dashboards
and 800 dashboard items each. Capabilities are sets of permissions that user roles have.

Security profiles are different than user roles. Security profiles define which networks, log sources, and
domains that a user can access. For more information, see the Security Profiles section in the Juniper Secure
Analytics Administration Guide. Security profiles or user roles that are overly restrictive can result in data
not appearing.

1. Click User Roles in the User Management section on the Admin tab.

2. From the list of available user roles, select the user role that you want to assign the app to.

3. Select the check box for QRadar Pulse, and then select the check boxes for these capabilities:Offenses,
Log Activity, Pulse - Dashboard, and Pulse - Threat Globe, and then click Save.
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TIP: To restrict a user role to seeing offense data but not associated events or flows, select
the Offenses check box and clear the following check boxes below it:

• Assign Offenses to Users

• Manage Offense Closing Reasons

• Maintain Custom Rules

• View Custom Rules

4. On the Admin tab, click Deploy Changes.

Configuring the Threat Globe Dashboard

If you use QRadar Pulse 2.1.6 or later on QRadar 7.3.1 or later, the 3D Threat Globe uses the MaxMind
GeoIP database that is installed with QRadar for IP address geolocation. You can configure Threat Globe
to use a differentMaxMind GeoIP database, configure default values for IP addresses that can't bemapped
in the database, and specify playback intervals and delays for displayed items.

Events are supported in Threat Globe. Flows are not supported.

1. Open the Admin settings:

In QRadar 7.3.0 or earlier, click the Admin tab. In QRadar 7.3.1 and later, click the navigation menu
icon, and then click Admin to open the admin tab.

2. In the Apps section, click the Threat Globe Configuration icon.
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3. Configure default values for IP addresses that can't be mapped in the MaxMind GeoIP database. The
MaxMind database is an IP geolocation database that determines the country, subdivisions, city, and
postal codes that are associated with IP addresses worldwide.

DescriptionActionSetting

These coordinates determine how
events that don't map to specific
longitudes and latitudes from the
database are displayed on the threat
globe. For example, youmight specify
the location of your company
headquarters, or the location where
most of your network resources are
located.

Specify the default latitude and
longitude to display for events with
private or internal Source or
Destination IP addresses.

Default latitude and longitude

These coordinates determine how
events that don't map to specific
longitudes and latitudes from the
database are displayed.

Specify the default country and city
in the page that opens when you
hover over events on the threat globe
in the Offense details page.

Default country and city

Specify a default two-character
country code that is displayed when
you hover over a path in the flow
diagram in the "Offense details" page
of the Threat Globe.

Default two-character code

4. Specify the playback intervals and delays for the timeline graph, event rate chart, and other displayed
items. For more information, see “Threat Globe Real-time Delays” on page 37.

Default valueDescriptionSetting

10 minutesThe time (in seconds) from when
QRadar collects events to when
they're visualized in the threat globe.

Realtime delay

60 secondsThe time (in seconds) visualized by
the event rate chart for the rate of
events collected by QRadar.

Interval to show on event rate chart

100 eventsA higher number of events affects app
performance.

Maximumfetchedevents per offense
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Default valueDescriptionSetting

N/AIf data fails to load, reduce this value.
A higher number of offenses might
affect performance.

Maximum offenses considered

5. On the Admin tab, click Deploy Changes.

6. In the QRadar Pulse configuration page, click theMaxMind GeoIP City database link to download a
city database onto your hard disk, decompress the tar.gz file, and then browse to its location to upload
the *.mmdb file to QRadar Pulse. You can download a country database by using the same link, but the
city isn't displayed in the app.

NOTE: QRadar Pulse uses the following order of precedence to find the geographical locations:

• In QRadar 7.3.1 or later, looks at the network hierarchy.

• Checks the MaxMind database in QRadar Pulse.

• Checks the MaxMind database in QRadar 7.3.1 or later.

• Checks the QRadar Pulse configuration screen to verify that the latitude and longitude are
properly set.

7. Click Save.

The fields are validated and any errors are displayed for you to fix before the configuration is completed.
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The following example shows a completed configuration.

After you complete the configuration, the 3D Threat Globe is displayed.

“Installing the QRadar Pulse App” on page 29
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Threat Globe Real-time Delays

The Threat Globe uses real-time delays to specify the time (in seconds) fromwhen QRadar collects events
to when they're visualized in the Threat Globe. The default is 10 minutes.

You can configure the delay by changing the option, but in most cases, this option is best left at the default
value. If the delay is too short, the Threat Globe might not keep up, especially when you have many users.
If the delay is too long, the Threat Globe displays events too far away from real time.

The Threat Globe includes the offenses that fall between a timeframe, which is determined by the start
time and last updated time. When your browser initially loads the Threat Globe, this timeframe's length is
the timeline interval of 15 minutes + 6 minutes = 21 minutes. After this initial timeframe, subsequent
timeframes are 5 minutes.

To optimize the Threat Globe for caching, requests that aremadewithin 5minutes are grouped and reused.
For example, assume you installed the Threat Globe, and the first time you accessed the app was at 9 AM.
Then, within 5minutes of accessing the Threat Globe for the first time, you opened up another 100 Threat
Globe screens. The Threat Globe would display the same information on every screen, which is typically
ideal for a security operations center. This grouping of requests and the real-time delay determines the
starting point of the timeframe.

Upgrading QRadar Pulse

To take advantage of new capabilities, defect fixes, and updated workflows, upgrade to new versions of
QRadar Pulse. Use the Extensions Management tool in QRadar to upgrade your app, or use the QRadar
Assistant app to upgrade. You must be an administrator to upgrade to new versions of the app.

You must have an IBM ID to access the App Exchange.

1. Choose one of the following methods to download your app:

• If the QRadar Assistant app is configured on QRadar, use the instructions fromQRadar Assistant App
Guide to install QRadar Pulse.

• If the QRadar Assistant app is not configured, download the QRadar Pulse app archive from the IBM
Security App Exchange onto your local computer. You must have an IBM ID to access the App
Exchange.

2. If you downloaded the app from the App Exchange, complete the following steps:

a. On the QRadar Console, click Admin >Extensions Management.

b. In the ExtensionManagementwindow, clickAdd and select the app archive that youwant to upload
to the console.
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c. Select the Install immediately check box.

NOTE: You might have to wait several minutes before your app becomes active.

d. To preview the contents of an app after it is added and before it is installed, select it from the list
of extensions, and clickMore Details. Expand the folders to view the individual content items in
each group.

3. On the page that prompts you to update the current app version, leave the Replace existing items
option selected, and click Install. After the installation is finished, a message displays at the bottom of
the page to inform you of any template updates provided from the upgrade.

4. To load the updated templates, click the message link, or expand the dashboard list in the upper left
corner of the page and click New Dashboard, and then click Templates.

NOTE: You might need to refresh the browser.

5. On the Browse Templates page, click Update for each template you want to load into QRadar.

NOTE: If you upgrade fromQRadar Pulse V1.1.0 and go to the Threat Globe dashboard, you
might see a message telling you that the authorized services token and the MaxMind GeoIP
database aremissing for the Threat Globe towork. Follow the instructions in the configuration
topic: “Installing the QRadar Pulse App” on page 29.

If the upgrade failed, see “Troubleshooting QRadar Pulse” on page 118.

If the upgrade succeeded, see “Installing the QRadar Pulse App” on page 29.

Installing Content Extensions to Use in QRadar Pulse

Administrators download content extensions that contain customized QRadar Pulse dashboard templates
from the IBM Security App Exchange. For example, the content extension for compliance with EUGeneral
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has a specific dashboard that can help you monitor compliance with
the regulation.

You must have an IBM ID to download the content extension.
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1. If the QRadar Assistant app is configured on QRadar, use the instructions from QRadar Assistant App
Guide to download content extensions.

2. If the QRadar Assistant app is not configured, download the QRadar Pulse app archive from the IBM
Security App Exchange onto your local computer.

3. Log in to QRadar, and then click Admin >Extensions Management.

4. On the Extensions Management page, click Add.

5. On the Add a New Extension page, browse to select the content extension compressed file that you
want to upload to the console.

6. Select the Install immediately check box, and click Add >Install.

7. In the content extension page that displays the changes to occur after installation, keep the Replace
existing items check box selected and then click Install.

TIP: If you're updating a content extension, keep the same check box selected.

8. Review the installation summary of new or updated reference data elements, clickOK, and then close
the Extensions Management page.

9. On the Admin tab, click Deploy Changes.

Synchronizing Dashboard Templates from Content Extensions

Administrators synchronize dashboard templates that are included in content extensions or apps. For
example, theQRadar DNSAnalyzer app contains a dashboard that helps SOC analysts identify DNS trends
and investigate suspicious activities such as squatting attempts. After the dashboard templates are
synchronized, users can use the dashboards in their own workspace.

A content extension with a QRadar Pulse database must be installed. For more information, see “Installing
the QRadar Pulse App” on page 29.

1. On the Admin tab, go to Apps >Pulse - Dashboard and click the Pulse - Dashboard app icon.
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2. On the Pulse Dashboard Templates page, click Synchronize to set the new or updated dashboard
content in QRadar Pulse, and then close the page.

Uninstalling QRadar Pulse

Administrators use the Extensions Management tool in QRadar to uninstall an app.

To minimize disruption, notify your non-administrative users before you uninstall the app. Users who
logged in to QRadar before you remove the app see a blank dashboard and error message when they go
to the Pulse dashboard tab. Users must refresh their browsers to clear the Pulse tab from view.

1. On the Admin tab, in the System Configuration section, click Extensions Management.

2. On the INSTALLED tab in the Extension Management page, select the QRadar Pulse app and click
Uninstall.

When you uninstall an app, it is removed from the system. If you want to reinstall it, you must install
it again.
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QRadar Pulse Dashboard Components and
Workspaces

The QRadar Pulse workspace comprises dashboards and dashboard items. Use it to create an inventory
of unique dashboards to track endpoint, user, department, and company-wide security and operational
data.

Workspaces

Your workspace is what you see when you click the Pulse tab on the QRadar Console. Only you can see
your workspace, but you can choose to share dashboards with colleagues or expand specific dashboards
onto a monitor on a SOC wall. Create AQL parameters for your workspace that make it simpler to create
AQL dashboard items and to update multiple AQL queries at the same time.

The following image shows the default workspace view of the Offenses overview dashboard.

Dashboard Templates

Use the default dashboard templates in QRadar Pulse as a starting point to build your own customized
dashboard inventory for your workspace. Each dashboard template offers several different dashboard
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items, which you can add to different dashboards. Remove the dashboard items that don't apply to your
organization.

The QRadar Pulse dashboards get their data from QRadar, so some of them might display data, such as
the Events and flow metrics dashboard, immediately depending on how you set QRadar up to receive
data. Other QRadar Pulse dashboards must be edited to get data to appear in the charts.

Dashboards

Dashboards contain widgets that monitor and display security events and issues that are important to your
organization. For example, theOffense overview dashboard contains widgets that monitor the top offense
categories, most severe offenses, and so on. Create your own dashboards specific to your organizational
and network needs. Add widgets from other dashboard templates or create your own. Import dashboards
that colleagues share with you to eliminate the need for re-creating existing content.

Widgets

Widgets contain a data source (AQL or offense) and a minimum of one chart. You can add more charts as
different views, such as a pie or bar chart. For example, the Events per User widgets in theMiscellanous
metrics dashboard can display as a pie or a bar chart. The bar chart view compares sets of data between
groups, such as usernames and the number of events per user. The pie chart view displays the same
information, but in percentages.

Parameters for AQL Data Sources

Parameters help make it simple to reuse common elements in multiple AQL queries so that it's easier to
create dashboard items and share them. Create parameters that you can use in all of your dashboard items
with an AQL data source, such as Time Period and Time Value. Using common parameters and default
values can reduce the time that it takes to create or edit individual AQL queries for your dashboard items.

Creating dashboards

Create new dashboards and then addwidgets. Set a specific dashboard to be your default dashboard every
time you log in.
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1. Expand the dashboard list in the upper left of the Pulse tab, clickNewDashboard, and then click Blank
Dashboard.

2. Give the dashboard a name and description.

NOTE: Users are limited to 100 dashboards and 800 dashboard items each.

The following reserved characters in the dashboard name are removed from the file name when you
export a dashboard to share with colleagues: / ? < > \ : * | ". Avoid these characters when you name
the dashboard.

3. To set the new dashboard as your default dashboard, set Default Dashboard to Yes.

4. Click Next.

The Choose widgets screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

5. Click each widget that you want to add to the dashboard. A check mark appears on each selected
widget and a count appears in the lower left of the Pulse tab.

6. Click Create.

7. Click, drag, and resize to rearrange the dashboard's widgets as you like.

Installing dashboard templates into your workspace

A dashboard template is a dashboard that an administrator shares with all users. Browse the catalog of
available templates that your administrator added for you, and then select which dashboard templates
that you want to install.

An administrator must install and synchronize the content extensions that contain QRadar Pulse dashboard
templates.
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1. In QRadar Pulse, go to the dashboard list, which is on the upper left of the Pulse tab, and click New
Dashboard > Templates.

2. On the Browse Templates page, click Install or Update for each dashboard template that you want to
install or update. For example, in the following screen capture, theQRadar DNSAnalyzer app dashboard
template is ready to install as a dashboard.

3. If updated templates are listed on the Browse Templates page, click Update to install over the existing
templates. If you changed the original templates, you can choose to keep the existing templates instead.

TIP: In the dashboard list, templates with available updates have an Update available tag.
Click the tag to open the Browse Templates page and update according to these steps.

4. Follow the instructions in the wizard to finish the installation process.

Any conflicts with parameters or items are displayed for you to deal with. Then, click Confirm > Close.
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If you select Create copy during the installation process, the installed dashboard is automatically
appended with the following format: yyyyMMddHHmmss. Edit the dashboard name to make it more
meaningful to you.

5. After you resolve conflicts, click Back to Dashboard, and then go to the dashboard list to select a new
or updated dashboard, like the following example:

Sharing dashboard links with others

Share dashboards with other QRadar Pulse users by sending them a dashboard link. When you share a
dashboard link, other users see the dashboard in read-only mode. Any updates that youmake to the shared
dashboard are seen by the other users. Other users see only the dashboard items thatmatch their privileges.
For example, if they're not allowed to view offenses in QRadar, they can't see them in QRadar Pulse.

Limited capabilities are available to users of read-only dashboards. Users can still set dashboard parameters
by using the Parameters card or by drilling down within the dashboard. In addition, users can open
dashboards or items in a new window and click the More options menu to see other read-only capabilities
such as pinning and scaling dashboards.
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Drilling down to other QRadar Pulse dashboards is preserved only if the target dashboards are also shared;
the links do not appear if the target QRadar Pulse dashboards are not shared.

Users can't share dashboards that you share with them.

Users can import shared dashboards. By importing a shared dashboard, users create an editable copy that
is saved separately to their dashboard list. The copy does not receive updates that you make to the shared
dashboard.

You can stop sharing a dashboard at any time. If a user tries to open a previously shared dashboard, a
message appears indicating that the dashboard is unavailable.

1. Open the dashboard that you want to share, and click the Share this dashboard icon.

2. To start sharing the dashboard, set Has share link to Yes, copy the provided URL, and share the URL
with other users (such as by email).

If the shared dashboard drills down to other dashboards, the target dashboards are listed. Decide
whether to share the target dashboards. If you don't share the target dashboards, the drill-down links
do not appear for other users.

3. Optional: To stop sharing the dashboard, set Has share link to No.

QRadar Pulse lists the users who opened the shared dashboard so that you can see who is affected if
you stop sharing the dashboard. After you stop sharing the dashboard, users who try to open the
dashboard see a message that indicates that the dashboard is unavailable.

4. In the dashboard list, tags indicate whether dashboards are Shared by <user>, Shared by me, or if they
have an Update available. To make it easier to find a particular dashboard, filter the dashboards based
on these criteria.

Opening shared dashboard links

When you open a dashboard link that another user shares with you, you see the dashboard in read-only
mode. You can see updates that are made to the dashboard by the dashboard author. You see only the
dashboard items that match your user privileges. For example, if you're not allowed to view offenses in
QRadar, you can't see them in QRadar Pulse.

A dashboard author sends you a dashboard link (such as by email).

Limited capabilities are available to users of read-only dashboards. You can still set dashboard parameters
by using the Parameters card or by drilling downwithin the dashboard. In addition, you can open dashboards
or items in a new window and click theMore options menu to see other read-only capabilities such as
pinning and scaling dashboards.
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The dashboard authormight sharemore than one dashboard so that you can drill down from one dashboard
to another.

You can import shared dashboards. By importing a shared dashboard, you create an editable copy that is
saved separately to your dashboard list. The copy does not receive updates from the author of the shared
dashboard.

You can't share dashboards that are shared with you.

Shared dashboard widgets appear in your widgets library as read-only; you can't edit or delete read-only
widgets, but you can duplicate them to make an editable copy. Shared dashboard widgets are removed
from your widgets library if you delete the shared dashboard to which they belong or if the dashboard
author stops sharing.

1. In QRadar, open a new browser window or tab, and paste the dashboard URL link that you received
into the address bar.

The shared dashboard opens in read-only mode. It appears in your dashboard list so that you can easily
return to the shared dashboard, and has a Shared by <user> tag so that you know who authored the
dashboard.

2. Optional: To import the shared dashboard so that you can make changes, clickMore options > Import
shared dashboard.

An editable copy of the shared dashboard is saved to your dashboard list, with a timestamp suffix. The
copy does not receive updates from the author of the shared dashboard.

3. Optional: To delete the shared dashboard, clickMore options > Delete.

When you delete a shared dashboard from your workspace, all of the shared dashboard's read-only
widgets are also deleted from your widgets library.

Exporting dashboards to send to others

Export dashboards as files that you can send to colleagues. Depending on their user role and security
profile, your colleagues might see different results after they import your dashboard.

1. Open the dashboard that you want to export, and click the Export as JSON icon in the upper right of
the page. The following reserved characters in the dashboard name are removed from the filename
when you export a dashboard to share with colleagues: / ? < > \ : * | ". Avoid using these characters
when you name the dashboard.

2. If you use parameters in the dashboard, select whether to export the dashboardwith default parameter
values or without. The exported JSON file downloads to your local Downloads directory.
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3. Import as a new dashboard or share it with colleagues.

4. o download the dashboard item data in PNG format, click the camera icon on the upper right of the
item.

Importing dashboards

When you import a dashboard that a colleague exported for you, you see only the dashboard items that
match your user privileges. For example, if you're not allowed to view offenses in QRadar, you can't see
them in QRadar Pulse.

A dashboard author sends you an exported dashboard JSON file (such as by email).

1. In QRadar Pulse, go to the dashboard list, which is on the upper left of the Pulse tab, and click New
Dashboard.

2. Click Import Existing and either drag the JSON file onto the Import Dashboard page or click Select File
to go to the file location.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to finish the import process.

Any conflicts with parameters or items are displayed for you to deal with. Then, click Confirm > Close.

If you select Create copy during the import process, the imported dashboard is automatically appended
with the following format: yyyyMMddHHmmss. Edit the dashboard name to make it more meaningful
to you.

Changing the workspace theme and branding

Optimize QRadar Pulse for the SOC wall or for your personal use. Change the workspace color scheme
or remove the default QRadar branding that appears when you open any dashboard or widget in a new
window.

1. From any dashboard, clickMore options > User Preferences.

2. Under Theme Options, choose a theme to control the background color and chart colors.

Theme Options is disabled if QRadar Pulse was opened by QRadar Analyst Workflow.

3. Set Branding to Disabled.

4. Click Close.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Time Series Charts in QRadar Pulse | 91

Displaying Dashboards | 105

QRadar Pulse Widgets

Create widgets (formerly known as dashboard items) to include in one or more of your dashboards. You
can see only thewidgets and dashboards that you create in your workspace. However, you can share them
with others by exporting them or by opening a dashboard or widget onto a shared monitor, like a SOC
wall.

Creating Widgets from an Offense Data Source

Use the offense API endpoints as a data source for your widgets.

Administrators can't create widgets or dashboards for other users, but they can share their own dashboards
with other users.

To query the offenses data source (/siem/offenses endpoint), you must have the Offenses permission.
The data that is returned is restricted based on your security profile.

1. Click Configure Dashboard.

The Configure dashboard screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

2. Click Create new widget.

3. On the New Dashboard Item page, enter a name and a description for the widget.

4. Select Offense from the data source in the Query section, and select the API fields that you want to
view in the results from the Fields list. Use the Filter and Sort as options to fine-tune the results.

The following image shows an example of completed API parameters:
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NOTE: In this example, the assigned_to filter must be set to the current user to retrieve
results.

TIP: You can filter by one or more log sources in an offense query. For example, in the Filter
box, enter log_sourcesCONTAINS (type_name="IBMTrusteer"OR type_name="CREEvents")
to see only Trusteer or CREEvents log sources.

5. Pick a refresh time for how often you poll the data source.

Choose a refresh rate that is greater than the selected query time. The default refresh rate is every
minute. The shorter the refresh time, the greater the performance impact on QRadar.

6. Click Run Query.

When you first create the widget, you can't configure the charts when no data results are returned.
Try making the criteria in the fields less strict and run the query again.

7. Create a view in the Views section.

Because you can create multiple views from the same query, give the view a unique name. By default,
the chart's title and status on the title bar are displayed; to hide them, click theMore options icon and
switch the settings to off.
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8. Select a chart type and complete the corresponding fields for the chart. For use cases to help you decide
which chart type to use, see “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

Chart type

Bar

Big Number

Pie

Scatter

Tabular

9. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

You can edit a widget and save it without rerunning the query. For example, if a query doesn't return
results, such as when the time period isn't long enough to pick up new events, or if the magnitude or
severity value isn't applicable when you run the query, you can save the widget. If you edit the query, you
must run the query again before you can save the widget.

Deleting a widget removes it from all of the dashboards it belongs to. If the deleted dashboard contains
parameters, the parameters are not deleted from QRadar Pulse.

Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source

You can use Ariel Query Language (AQL) statements to createwidgets. AQL is a structured query language
that you use to extract, filter, and manipulate event and flow data that you extract from the Ariel database
in QRadar.

Read the following topics in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query Language Guide to learn about the Ariel
Query Language that you use in QRadar Pulse to create dashboard items based on AQL data sources:

• Within the overview section, several topics explain the statements and clauses you use. The statements
and clauses appear as keywords in QRadar and QRadar Pulse when you enter them in the query field.

• Use AQL to retrieve specific fields from the events, flows, and simarc tables in the Ariel database.

Administrators can't create widgets or dashboards for other users, but they can share their own dashboards
with other users.
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1. Click Configure Dashboard.

The Configure dashboard screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

2. On the New Dashboard Item page, enter a name and a description for the widget.

3. Select AQL from the data source list in the Query section, and enter an AQL statement. For more
information, see “Tips for Creating AQL Queries for Dashboard Charts” on page 54.

a. Insert existing parameters in the statement. Click the Insert Parameter icon, and then click Insert
for each relevant parameter.

b. To change the default value of the parameter, click the View Parameters icon, and click Save after
you set the default value.

When you change the default value for a parameter, you're changing the value everywhere the
parameter is used in your workspace, except in expanded or pinned dashboards and widgets. If you
don't set the value as the default value, the updated change applies only to the current session.
However, if you set the value as the default, the current session value also uses that value.

c. To add a parameter to your workspace, click Add, give the parameter a name and default value, if
needed, and then click Save.

NOTE: After you add parameters to a widgets on a dashboard for the first time, the
Parameters card appears on the dashboard. If you remove parameters from the widget,
and no otherwidget in that dashboard uses the parameter, theParameters card disappears.

4. Pick a refresh time for how often you poll the data source. Choose a refresh rate that is greater than
the selected query time. The default refresh rate is every minute. The shorter the refresh time, the
greater the performance impact on QRadar. The timer for the refresh rate begins after the query is
completed.

For example, if the refresh rate is every minute, and the query takes 3 minutes to complete, the refresh
rate starts only after the 3-minute run ends.

5. Click Run Query.

When you first create the widget, you can't configure the charts when no data results are returned.
Try making the criteria in the fields less strict and run the query again.

If your AQL query contains parameters without any values, enter them on the Parameters page. You
must enter a value for each parameter so that the query runs successfully. If the query is successful,
the results are displayed next to the statement.

6. Create a view in the Views section.
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Because you can create multiple views and charts from the same query, give the view a unique name.
By default, the chart's title and status on the title bar are displayed; to hide them, click theMore options
icon and switch the settings to Off.

7. Select a chart type and configure the relevant properties. For use cases to help you decide which chart
type to use, see “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

Chart type

Bar

Big Number

Geographic

Pie

Scatter

Tabular

Time Series

8. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

TIP: The labels for the chart come from the queries that are used. If they are unintelligible
in the preview, edit the labels in the View section.

You can edit a widget and save it without rerunning the query. For example, if a query doesn't return
results, such as when the time period isn't long enough to pick up new events, or if the magnitude or
severity value isn't applicable when you run the query, you can save the widget. If you edit the query, you
must run the query again before you can save the widget.

Deleting a widget removes it from all of the dashboards it belongs to. If the deleted dashboard contains
parameters, the parameters are not deleted from QRadar Pulse.
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Tips for Creating AQL Queries for Dashboard Charts

Tips to help you create AQL queries and dashboard charts more easily cover aliases, time and date formats,
and transformation lookup functions.

• Any AQL statement that doesn't contain a time criteria such as start, stop, or last runs only for 5minutes.

• Don't use a transformation lookup function in an IN operator in a WHERE clause. The IN operator
specifies multiple values in the WHERE clause, but can cause performance issues when you run the
query. For example, the following query can cause performance issues:

Where logsourcetypename(deviceType) IN ('a','b')

• Always use aliases to ensure that your field names don't vary from one QRadar version to another. For
example, in the following query,ActiveOffense Sum is an alias for the SUM_ActiveOffense Count field.

select ("SUM_Active Offense Count" / 2) as 'Active Offense Sum', ("SUM_Dormant Offense Count" /
2) as 'Dormant Offense Sum', "Time" * 1000 as 'sTime' from GLOBALVIEW('Offenses Over
Time','NORMAL') order by "Time" desc last 2 days

• Use themillisecond time format in the Time in the AQL query; for example, starttime-starttime%60000.

• Use proper date and year formats in your queries, especially in a GLOBALVIEW. Dates are not
automatically appended; for example, use StartTime, 'YYYY-MM-dd HH:mm'.

• Go to the Log Activity or Network Activity tab and run an AQL search to get auto-completion and
messaging. If you're satisfied with the results you get there, then copy and paste the statement in the
Query section in QRadar Pulse. The GLOBALVIEW source can be used only in REST API calls.

• Scatter geo charts display geographic locations to indicate the IP source and destination of detected
malicious activities. To collect this information, use the geo_json option of the AQL GEO::LOOKUP
function. For example:

GEO::LOOKUP(sourceip, 'geo_json') AS 'geoSource', GEO::LOOKUP(destinationip, 'geo_json') AS
'geoDest',

• Choropleth charts are shaded in proportion to the amount ofmalicious activity detected in each geographic
region. To collect this information, use the country option of the AQL GEO::LOOKUP function. For
example:

GEO::LOOKUP(sourceip, 'country') AS 'geoCountry',

• See the following topics in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query Language Guide:

• Overview of Ariel Query Language

• AQL logical and comparison operators

• System performance query examples

• Events and flows query examples
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• Reference data query examples

• User and network monitoring query examples

Sample Event, Log Source, and Storage Usage AQL Statements

Use the following examples to monitor events, log sources, and storage usage or you can edit the queries
to suit your requirements.

• Log source summary

• Unique events

• Unparsed events percentage

• Unparsed events percentage for a specific log source type

• Number of partial matches per rule

• Number of partial matches per event processor

• Number of partial matches per rule and per event processor

• Storage consumption per log source type

• Storage usage

• CPU usage

• Memory usage

• Expensive CEPs, log sources, and rules

• Expensive searches

• Executed AQL searches by user

Log Source Summary

Provides a list of unique log source types, including the number of log sources, EPS, and the percentage
of unparsed events.

SELECT LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) AS "LogSourceType",UNIQUECOUNT(logsourceid) as
"Number of Log Sources", COUNT(*)/3600 as "EPS",(DOUBLE(COUNT(isunparsed)) / COUNT(*)) * 100
AS "PercentUnparsed" FROMevents GROUPBYdevicetypeORDERBY "PercentUnparsed"DESC LAST
1 HOURS
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Unique Events

Provides a list of unique events and the log source type, QID, high-level category, low-level category, and
the event count.

SELECT LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) AS "Log Source Type", QIDNAME(qid) AS "Event Name",
qid as "QID",CATEGORYNAME(highlevelcategory)AS "High-levelCategory", CATEGORYNAME(category)
AS "Low-level Category", LONG(COUNT(*)) as "Number of Events" FROM events GROUP BY qid,
devicetype ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC LAST 1 HOURS

Unparsed Events Percentage

Provides the percentage of events that are unparsed for each log source type. Any log sources that are
greater than 20% unparsed must be addressed.

SELECT LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) AS "Log Source Type", devicetype AS "Log Source ID",
LONG(UNIQUECOUNT(logsourceid)) as "Number of Log Sources", LONG(SUM(eventcount)) as "Total
Events", LONG(COUNT(*)) as "Aggregated Events", LONG(COUNT(isunparsed)) AS "Unparsed Events",
STR(LONG(SUM(eventcount)/24*3600)) as "EPS", LONG("Unparsed Events"*100) / "Total Events" AS
"PercentUnparsed" FROM events GROUP BY devicetype ORDER BY "PercentUnparsed","Unparsed
Events" DESC LAST 24 HOURS

Unparsed Events Percentage for a Specific Log Source Type

To further investigate the parsing issues with one specific log source type (for example, devicetype=11),
you can run the following query that returns a breakdown of the statistics per log source.

SELECT LOGSOURCENAME(logsourceid) AS "Log Source Name", LONG(SUM(eventcount)) as "Total
Events", LONG(COUNT(*)) as "Aggregated Events", LONG(COUNT(isunparsed)) AS "Unparsed Events",
STR(LONG(SUM(eventcount)/24*3600)) as "EPS", LONG("Unparsed Events"*100) / "Total Events" AS
"PercentUnparsed" FROM events WHERE GROUP BY logsourceid ORDER BY
"PercentUnparsed","Unparsed Events" DESC LAST 24 HOURS

TIP: Add more fields as required for your environment. Create an AQL parameter for the
devicetype=11 variable. Formore information, see “Creating AQL Parameters for YourWorkspace
Dashboards” on page 60.

Number Of Partial Matches Per Rule

Provides a list of all rules and building blocks with the number of partial matches within the specified time
period.
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SELECTRULENAME(partialmatchlist) as "RuleName", LONG(COUNT(*)) as "Number of PartialMatches"
FROM events WHERE partialmatchlist IS NOT NULL GROUP BY "Rule Name" ORDER BY "Number of
Partial Matches" DESC LAST 1 HOURS

Number Of Partial Matches Per Event Processor

Provides a list of all rules and building blocks with the number of partial matches within the specified time
period.

SELECT HOSTNAME(processorid) as "Event Processor Name", LONG(COUNT(*)) as "Number of Partial
Matches" FROM events WHERE partialmatchlist IS NOT NULL GROUP BY "Event Processor Name"
ORDER BY "Number of Partial Matches" DESC LAST 1 HOURS

Number Of Partial Matches Per Rule and Per Event Processor

Provides a list of all rules and building blocks, including the number of partial matches per rule within the
specified time period.

SELECT HOSTNAME(processorid) as "Event Processor Name", RULENAME(partialmatchlist) as "Rule
Name", LONG(COUNT(*)) as "Number of PartialMatches" FROMeventsWHEREpartialmatchlist ISNOT
NULL GROUP BY "Event Processor Name", "Rule Name" ORDER BY "Number of Partial Matches" DESC
LAST 1 HOURS

Storage Consumption Per Log Source Type

Provides a breakdown of storage that is used by each log source type during 1 day.

NOTE: This query doesn't include the storage that is used for QRadar indexes. However, most
indexes are equally distributed among all events regardless of the log source type or the size of
the payload.

SELECT LOGSOURCETYPENAME(deviceType) AS LogSource, LONG(MIN(STRLEN(UTF8(payload)))) AS
"Minimum Payload Size (Bytes)", LONG(MAX(STRLEN(UTF8(payload)))) AS "Maximum Payload Size
(Bytes)", LONG(AVG(STRLEN(UTF8(payload)))) AS "Average Payload Size (Bytes)",
LONG(STDEV(STRLEN(UTF8(payload)))) AS "Standard Deviation (Bytes)", LONG(COUNT(logsourceid))
AS EventCount, LONG(EventCount * "Average Payload Size (Bytes)") / (1024 * 1024) as "Total Storage
(MB)" FROM events GROUP BY deviceType ORDER BY "Total Storage (MB)" DESC LAST 24 HOURS

Storage Usage

Provides a daily summary of the amount of storage that is used on all QRadar appliances.
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SELECT DATEFORMAT(starttime, 'yyyy-MM-dd') as "Date", "Hostname" as "QRadar Appliance Name",
LONG(MAX("Value")/(1024*1024*1024)) as "StorageUsed (GB)" FROMeventsWHERE (qid = 94000001)
AND ((LONG(starttime/1000)%(24*3600)) < 20) AND ("Metric ID" = 'DiskSpaceUsed') AND (Element =
'/store') GROUP BY "Date", "Hostname" ORDER BY "Date", "Hostname"

TIP: Run the search for a minimum of 1 day to return results. To improve results, index theMetric
ID custom property.

CPU Usage

Provides a break-down of CPU time that is used by each component on every QRadar appliance

SELECT DATEFORMAT(starttime, 'yyyy-MM-dd') as "Date", "Hostname" as "QRadar Appliance Name",
"Component Type", LONG(SUM("Value")) as "CPU Time" FROM events WHERE (qid = 94000001) AND
("Metric ID" = 'ProcessCPUTime') GROUPBY "Date", "Hostname", "Component Type"ORDERBY "Date",
"Hostname", "Component Type"

Memory Usage

Provides a break-down of heap memory that is used by each component on every QRadar appliance.

SELECT DATEFORMAT(starttime, 'yyyy-MM-dd') as "Date", "Hostname" as "QRadar Appliance Name",
"Component Type", LONG(SUM("Value")/(1024*1024*1024)) as "Memory Usage Per Day (GB)" FROM
eventsWHERE (qid=94000001)AND ("Metric ID"= 'HeapMemoryUsed')GROUPBY "Date", "Hostname",
"Component Type" ORDER BY "Date", "Hostname", "Component Type"

Expensive CEPs, Log Sources, and Rules

Provides a complete list of expensive complex event processing (CEP), log sources, and rules that are
identified by QRadar.

NOTE: This statement uses the following custom properties from QRadar Development
Intelligence app: expensivecp, expensivelogsource, and expensiverules.

SELECT DATEFORMAT(starttime,'yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss') as "timestamp",sourceip,
"expensivecp","expensivelogsource","expensiverules", UTF8(payload) FROM events WHERE
devicetype=147 AND (expensivecp is not NULL OR expensivelogsource is not NULL OR expensiverules
is not NULL) ORDER BY timestamp DESC LAST 48 HOURS
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Expensive Searches

Provides a list of searches that were run in the past 24 hours. The list is sorted based on the execution
time.

NOTE: This statement uses the following custom properties from QRadar Development
Intelligence app: expensivecp, expensivelogsource, and expensiverules.

SELECT "searchid", "searchpriority", "searchlimit", "searchtime" FROM events WHERE qid=28250295
ORDER BY searchtime DESC LAST 24 HOURS

Executed AQL Searches by User

Provides a list of all searches that were run by each user.

NOTE: This statement uses the following custom properties from QRadar Development
Intelligence app: expensivecp, expensivelogsource, and expensiverules.

SELECT username, "Ariel Source", "Ariel Cursor ID", "searchpriority", "AQL Statement" FROM events
WHERE qid=28250254 ORDER BY username LAST 2 HOURS

Copying Query Samples

If you copy and paste a query sample that contains single or double quotation marks, you must retype the
quotation marks to be sure that the query parses.

Use Cases for AQL Parameters

Parameters help make it simple to reuse common elements in multiple AQL queries so that it's easier to
create widgets and share them. You no longer need to create single queries for similar entities. Any query
that uses the parameter can automatically use the value.

Use parameters to represent common entities, such as the IP of your console. For example, rather than
typing the unique IP address into each query of every relevant chart, add the specific IP address into the
Console_IP parameter. Any workspace widgets that use that parameter is instantly updated.
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Search Events for a Specific User

You’re a senior analyst in a SOC and want to investigate some suspicious behavior of one of your users,
Bob. Build a dashboard that captures information you need to care about when Bob does something
malicious. For example, how many logins are associated with Bob in the last hour? Create parameters for
username, events per user, time period, time value, sourceip, and destinationip.

Include widgets that cover the top event categories, top 10 log sources, location of events, events per
user, and time of day. When you export and share the dashboard with others, they can replace Bob's user
name with the user name of their choice.

Investigate Events During Specific Time Periods

In a time series chart, you see a large spike in the number of login failure events. Change the time period
and run the query again to see when the spike started. For example, if you change the time period to the
last 30 days instead of the last 4 days, was that when the spike started?

Sharing Dashboards with Others

Your team shares responsibility for managing several managed hosts around the world. You create a
dashboard that monitors specific servers for various health metrics, such as top disk usage and disk usage
distribution. Create a parameter for servername, and then share the dashboard with your colleagues. All
that they need to do is add the server names that they monitor into the parameter values, and they get
results specific to their servers.

Creating AQL Parameters for Your Workspace Dashboards

Create parameters that you can use in all of your widgets with an AQL data source, such as Time Period
and Time Value. Using common parameters and default values can reduce the time that it takes to create
or edit individual AQL queries for your widgets.

In the AQL statement, parameters appear within curly braces, as in the following example:

Because curly braces are also used in an AQL statement within a quoted string (a string literal between
quotation marks), you must use the backward slash (\) as an escaping character before the opening curly
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brace. This syntax helps ensure that QRadar Pulse doesn't interpret the quoted string as a parameter and
cause incorrect query results. If you have a backward slash in a quoted string, add an extra backward slash
as the escaping character.

1. From a dashboard that contains AQL-based items, such as the Events and flow metrics dashboard,
clickMore options > Manage Parameters.

TheManageParameterValues page displays the parameters that are already created in yourworkspace.
If any of the parameters have a default value, it is listed in the Default value column. The Number of
occurrences column indicates the number of widgets that use each parameter. Hover over the number
to see which widgets use the parameter.

2. To set a default value for a parameter, click theMore options icon, enter the default value in the field,
and then click Save.

NOTE: This action sets the default value for every widget that uses the parameter, and the
Parameters card automatically updates. Alternatively, you can add a value for the parameter
in specific widgets.

NOTE: When you change the default value for a parameter, you're changing the value
everywhere the parameter is used in your workspace, except in expanded or pinned
dashboards and widgets. If you don't set the value as the default value, the updated change
applies only to the current session. However, if you set the value as the default, the current
session value also uses that value.

3. To add a parameter to your workspace, click Add, give the parameter a name and default value, and
then click Save.

4. To delete a parameter, first make sure that it doesn't belong to anywidget by hovering over the number
to see the names of each item. After you remove the parameter from those items, then you can click
Delete.

5. Click Back to Dashboard to return to the main view and continue your work.
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Adding Parameters to Existing AQL-based Widgets

In this example scenario, you create two parameters and add them to the Top 10 Log Sources widgets in
the Events and flow metrics dashboard.

1. ClickMore options > Manage Parameters.

2. Click Add, and create two parameters: one called Time Period with a value of HOURS, and one called
Time Valuewith a value of 2. Click Save after you create each parameter. The parameters are available
for all widgets in your workspace.

3. Click Back to Dashboard.

4. On the Top 10 Log Sources widget card, click the Edit Item icon.

In the AQL Statement field, the query looks like one of the following examples. The first example is the
default; the second example has been modified for compatibility.

SELECT logsourcename(logsourceid) AS 'MY Log Sources',

LONG(SUM(eventcount) / ((MAX(endTime) - MIN(startTime) + 1) / 1000.0)) as 

event_rate

FROM events

GROUP BY logsourceid

ORDER BY event_rate DESC

LIMIT 10

LAST 2 HOURS

SELECT logsourcename(logsourceid) AS 'MY Log Sources',

LONG(if (MAX(endtime) > MIN(startTime) )

then (SUM(eventcount)/((MAX(endtime) - MIN(starttime))/1000.0))

else SUM(eventcount)) as event_rate

FROM events

GROUP BY logsourceid

ORDER BY event_rate DESC

LIMIT 10

LAST 2 HOURS

5. To modify the query in the AQL Statement field, take the following steps:

a. Replace HOURS by clicking the Insert Parameter icon, and then click Insert for the Time Period
parameter.
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b. Replace 2 with Time Value, and then click Run Query. The updated query looks like one of the
following example:

SELECT logsourcename(logsourceid) AS 'MY Log Sources', LONG(SUM(eventcount) /
((MAX(endTime) -MIN(startTime) +1) / 1000.0)) as event_rate FROMeventsGROUPBY logsourceid
ORDER BY event_rate DESC LIMIT 10 LAST {Time Value} {Time Period}

SELECT logsourcename(logsourceid)AS 'MYLogSources', LONG(if (MAX(endtime) >MIN(startTime)
) then (SUM(eventcount)/((MAX(endtime) - MIN(starttime))/1000.0)) else SUM(eventcount)) as
event_rate FROM events GROUP BY logsourceid ORDER BY event_rate DESC LIMIT 10 LAST
{Time Value} {Time Period}

6. After the query runs successfully, click Save.

The new parameters are added to the Parameters card, and are prefaced by an asterisk (*) to indicate that
they are default values for the workspace. Only parameters that are used by the widgets in this dashboard
appear in the Parameters section.

Creating Widgets from a Generic API Data Source

The Generic API data source can access QRadar APIs as well as QRadar apps with exposed APIs, such as
the following examples:

• /api/asset_model/assets

• /api/health_data/top_rules

• /api/config/deployment/hosts

• /api/config/event_sources/log_source_management/log_sources

• /console/plugins/<QDI_appId>/app_proxy/appmetrics/get_app_memory_usage

1. Click Configure dashboard.

The Configure dashboard screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

2. Click Create new widget.

3. On the New Dashboard Item page, enter a name and a description for the widget.
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4. Select Generic API from the data source list in theQuery section, and enter a URL endpoint. For more
information, see For more information, see “Tips for Creating Generic API Queries for Dashboard
Charts” on page 64.

5. Pick a refresh time for how often you poll the data source. The default refresh time is every minute.
The shorter the refresh time, the greater the performance impact on QRadar. The refresh time starts
after the query is completed. For example, if the query takes 3 minutes to complete, the refresh time
starts only after the 3-minute run ends.

6. If the root object in the returned JSON is not the array you want to plot, enter a Results mapping to
define which key contains the relevant data you want to plot. For more information, see “Tips for
Creating Generic API Queries for Dashboard Charts” on page 64.

7. Optional: If the returned JSON includes a title mapping, set Use title from the result set to On. For
more information, see “Tips for Creating Generic API Queries for Dashboard Charts” on page 64.

8. Click Run Query.

When you first create the widget, you can't configure the charts when no data results are returned.
Try making the criteria in the fields less strict and run the query again.

9. Create a dashboard chart in the Views section.

Because you can create multiple views and charts from the same query, give the view a unique name.
By default, the chart's title and status on the title bar are displayed; to hide them, click theMore options
icon and switch the settings to Off.

10. Select a chart type and configure the relevant properties. For use cases to help you decide which chart
type to use, see “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

11. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

Tips for Creating Generic API Queries for Dashboard Charts

Tips to help you create Generic API queries and dashboard charts more easily cover data requirements
for specific chart types, results mapping for when the returned JSON is not an array, and dynamic titles.

Data format

The APIs that are called must return data in a specific JSON format for QRadar Pulse to be able to read
the data.
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Most QRadar APIs return data in a format that QRadar Pulse can process. Other APIs, such as app APIs,
might require you to use QRadar Pulse results mapping to extract a specific key of the returned JSON
object.

Data requirements for tabular charts

For tabular charts, APIs must return a JSON array of objects representing tabular data. For example:

[{

      "rowstring": "Thanksgiving eCard Emails Distributing Malware",

      "category": "Threat Activity",

      "relevance": "25%",

      "href": "/app/href"

    }, {

      "title": "PyXie - RAT Written In Python",

      "category": "Threat Activity",

      "relevance": "25%",

      "href": "/app/href"

    }, ...

Data requirements for pie charts and single-series bar charts

For pie charts and single-series bar charts, APIs must return a JSON array that contains at least one label
and one numeric metric. For example:

[{

    "Country": "Europe",

    "Count": 97

  }, {

    "Country": "Middle East",

    "Count": 85

  }, {

    "Country": "North America",

    "Count": 83

  }, ...

Data requirements for time series charts

For time series charts, APIs must return a JSON array that contains at least one time-based metric using
a valid date or milliseconds format, and one or many numeric metrics to plot on the Y-axis. The data must
be ordered by time. For example:
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[{

    "date": "2020-02-18",

    "Phishing": 7.21,

    "C2": 82.67,

    "Malware": 272.05,

    "EarlyWarning": 448.32

  }, {

    "date": "2020-02-19",

    "Phishing": 7.47,

    "C2": 94.14,

    "Malware": 121.84,

    "EarlyWarning": 665.33

  }, {

    "date": "2020-02-20",

    "Phishing": 8.05,

    "C2": 92.35,

    "Malware": 120.71,

    "EarlyWarning": 736.9

  }, ...

Data requirements for scatter geographic charts

Scatter geographic charts require a stringified JSON object (that is, an object that is converted by using
the JSON.stringify() JavaScript function) containing a geo_json key with coordinates, and one numeric
metric. For example:

[{

    "sourceIP": "81.12.213.121",

    "geoSource": 

"{\"geo_json\":{\"coordinates\":[44.4354,26.1033],\"type\":\"Point\"}}",

    "geoDest": "{\"geo_json\":{\"coordinates\":[1.0,38.0],\"type\":\"Point\"}}",

    "eventCount": 50

  }, {

    "sourceIP": "59.154.60.0",

    "geoSource": 

"{\"geo_json\":{\"coordinates\":[-33.494,143.2104],\"type\":\"Point\"}}",

    "geoDest": 

"{\"geo_json\":{\"coordinates\":[53.3472,-6.2439],\"type\":\"Point\"}}",

    "eventCount": 60

  }, { ...
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Data requirements for choropleth geographic charts

Choropleth geographic charts require a stringified JSON object (that is, an object that is converted by
using the JSON.stringify() JavaScript function) containing a country key with either the country/region
name or the ISO-3 code of the country/region, and one numeric metric. For example:

[{

    "sourceIP": "81.12.213.121",

    "geoCountry": 

"{\"country\":{\"confidence\":null,\"name\":\"Romania\",\"iso_code\":\"ROU\",\"geo_id\":798549}}",

    "eventCount": 50

  }, {

    "sourceIP": "59.154.60.0",

    "geoCountry": 

"{\"country\":{\"confidence\":null,\"name\":\"Australia\",\"iso_code\":\"AUS\",\"geo_id\":2077456}}",

    "eventCount": 60

  }, { ...

Results mapping

If the root object in the returned JSON is not the array you want to plot, use the Results mapping field to
define which key contains the relevant data you want to plot.

The results mapping uses the JSON dot (.) operator to traverse the document, starting from the root node.
For example, in the following JSON object, the relevant data is under the items key, which is under the
table root node. A table.items mapping is required for QRadar Pulse to read the items array and ignore all
other keys:

{

  "table": {

    "title": "Top 5 most relevant threats",

    "columns": [{

      "title": "Threat",

      "key": "title",

      "subkey": "category",

      "width": 75

    }, {

      "title": "X-Force Threat Score",

      "key": "relevance",

      "width": 0

    }],
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    "items": [{

      "title": "Thanksgiving eCard Emails Distributing Malware",

      "category": "Threat Activity",

      "relevance": "25%",

      "href": "/app/href"

    }, {

      "title": "PyXie - RAT Written In Python",

      "category": "Threat Activity",

      "relevance": "25%",

      "href": "/app/href"

    }, { ...Copy code

If the returned JSON object itself is an array, as is the case for most default QRadar APIs, no mapping is
necessary. But with QRadar apps, the returned JSON might have a different format.

Dynamic title

You can override the QRadar Pulse view name by using a dynamic title that describes the current state of
the data. For example, a chart is titled "World Malicious Activity: <threat_name> ", where the threat name
changes over time. Dynamic titles require a title key with the dynamic title name, as shown in the following
example.

{

  "title": "Worldwide Malicious Activity: emotet",

  "items": [{

    "sourceIP": "81.12.213.121",

    "geoSource": 

"{\"geo_json\":{\"coordinates\":[44.4354,26.1033],\"type\":\"Point\"}}",

    "geoDest": "{\"geo_json\":{\"coordinates\":[1.0,38.0],\"type\":\"Point\"}}",

    "geoCountry": 

"{\"country\":{\"confidence\":null,\"name\":\"Romania\",\"iso_code\":\"ROU\",\"geo_id\":798549}}",

    "eventCount": 50

  }, { ...

If the title key is under the root node, use the Title mapping field. The title mapping uses the JSON dot (.)
operator to traverse the document, starting from the root node. For example, if the title key is under a
table root node, you would specify a table.title mapping.
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Widget Chart Types

QRadar Pulse provides many types of charts for presenting your data in a way that is meaningful for your
organization.

Bar Chart

Compare sets of data between groups; for example, log source ID and event rates. Show significant changes
in data over time. Stack each series. Show or hide the legend, and position it horizontally or vertically on
the chart. For more information, see Creating a bar chart in “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

Big Number Chart

Display important metrics on the SOC wall that you want your team to monitor. Turn on trending to see
how your organization is doing over time. For more information, see Creating a big number chart in “Widget
Chart Types” on page 69.

Geographic Data Chart

See where events are occurring on a choropleth (shaded) map or on a scatter map. Set the color scheme
for when land and water is displayed. Set the latitude, longitude, and scale for IP addresses. Display lines
between source and destination IP markers.

NOTE: Geographic charts are not supported on QRadar 7.3.0.

For more information, see in Creating a geographic chart “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.
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Pie Chart

Use to represent numbers in percentages, or to visualize the parts of a relationship or a composition.
Display in a doughnut shape. Display a pie slice value as a percentage or a number. Show or hide the
legend, and position it horizontally or vertically on the chart. For more information, see Creating a pie chart
in “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

Scatter Chart

Use scatter charts to explore correlations between different measures. Scatter charts use data points to
plot two measures anywhere along a scale, not only at regular tick marks. For more information, see
Creating a scatter chart in “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

Tabular Display Chart

Display all columns or only selected ones. Use when you have more than one set of values that have a
direct relationship. For more information, see Creating a tabular chart in “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.

Time Series Chart

Use to show trending or comparisons. Turn on area charts to show data over time. Choose from multiple
line shapes or line modes for each value.

TIP: If the data makes the chart look crammed, consider changing the default number of items
(1000) to display. For example, if you set the time series to be an hour long with a default of
1000 results, the display might be illegible.

For more information, see Creating a time series chart in “Widget Chart Types” on page 69.
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Creating a Bar Chart

Bar charts are useful for comparing similar attributes between objects over time, such as the number of
events from different log sources over a selected time period.

Complete one of the following tasks: “Creating Widgets from an Offense Data Source” on page 49 or
“Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source” on page 51. Ensure that you have query results.

1. In the Views section of the widget, give the chart a name and select whether to show the title and the
update status.

2. Select Bar Chart.

3. On the General tab, set the following properties:

a. Select a field for the category.

b. Set a value for the category.

c. Select the display colors. If you have only one series, choose whether to color each bar differently
(Default) or all as one color (Monochrome). If you have more than one series, choose a color for
each series.

d. For offense data sources only, clickMore options, select the axis label, and choose how to aggregate
the values. The following table describes the available aggregation options:

DescriptionOption

For each unique category (x-axis), returns the sum of each
value of the selected field.

No aggregation

For each unique category (x-axis), returns the first value
of the selected field.

First

For each unique category (x-axis), returns the average of
the selected field.

Average

For each unique category (x-axis), returns the sum of each
value of the selected field.

Sum

For each unique category (x-axis), returns a row count of
the selected field.

Count

For each unique category (x-axis), returns the largest
numeric value of the selected field.

Maximum
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DescriptionOption

For each unique category (x-axis), returns the smallest
numeric value of the selected field.

Minimum

e. If you have a lot of information to convey, set Stack Series to On. Stacked charts are useful for
comparing proportional contributions within a category. They plot the relative value that each data
series contributes to the total.

f. Select the Orientation for the bars to display: vertical or horizontal. The default orientation is
Vertical. Use theHorizontal orientation when you have long labels for the categories that might be
cut off if you display as a vertical bar chart or if you don't have much data to display.

g. Set Show Legend to Yes and set the orientation.

4. On the Axes tab, set the Category Axis Type based on the data that is retrieved from the query. The
following table describes the available axis types:

DescriptionType

The chart attempts to automatically determine the type
based on the data set.

None

Numeric axis mode. Displays a range of numbers. Each
bar represents a unique numerical value for each selected
field, and bars are spaced in a linear manner according to
their values.

Linear

Non-numeric axis mode. Each bar represents a unique
category. Bars are spaced evenly in the chart display.

Category

Numeric axis mode. Bars display as unique numerical
values, and are spaced in a logarithmic manner according
to their values.

Log

5. Set theValueAxis Type based on the data that is retrieved from the query. The following table describes
the available axis types:

DescriptionType

Displays a range of numbers, depending on the selected
fields.

None

Displays a range of numbers.Linear
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DescriptionType

Displays a large range of values in a log-10 scale.Log

6. Set the Value Axis Range to On to make it easier to compare data in different charts.

7. Optional: On the Drilldown tab, choose drill down action for when a bar or segment is clicked in the
bar chart. You can open a Pulse dashboard, a URL, or a specific page in the source application (QRadar
or QRadar Analyst Workflow).

a. If you chose to open a Pulse dashboard, select the dashboard to open, optionally select dashboard
parameter values, and choose whether to open it in the current window or in a new window.

If you set parameters, they are passed to the target dashboard based on the bar or segment that
was clicked in the bar chart. For example, if you set an ID parameter, the bar or segment ID is passed
as a parameter to the target dashboard. If you set a dashboard parameter value to Default, no
parameter value is passed to the target dashboard; the existing session or default parameter value
is used or the parameter field is blank in the target dashboard Parameters card.

TIP: If you drill down to a different Pulse dashboard in the same window, you can use the
breadcrumb trail to return to previous dashboards in the drill path.

b. If you chose to open a URL, specify an absolute path to open an external URL or a relative path to
open a QRadar page such as DNS lookup. The URL opens in a new browser window.

You can define any number of parameters anywhere in the URL. Enclose parameters in curly braces.
The following table lists some typical QRadar URLs with parameters:

URLDescription

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=port
_scan&host={ip_address}

QRadar port scan

The data source must include source or destination IP
address. The {id_address} string defines an id_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
port scan page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.
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URLDescription

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=
dns_lookup&host={ip_address}

QRadar DNS lookupscan

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
DNS lookup page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=
dns_lookup&host={ip_address}

QRadar DNS lookup

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
DNS lookup page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=
whois_lookup&host={ip_address}

QRadar WHOIS lookup

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
WHOIS lookup page opens to the source or destination
IP address of the row.

/console/do/sem/offensesummary?appName=Sem&pageId=OffenseSummary
&summaryId={offense_id}

The data sourcemust include offense IDs. The {offense_id}
string defines an offense_id URL parameter for an ID
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
Offense Summary page opens to the offense ID of the
row.

c. If you chose to open a page in the source application, select the page to open and specify a data
column for each URL parameter. (At this time, only the Offense Summary page is available and only
an offense_id URL parameter is required.)

Depending on the source application, the page will open in either QRadar or QRadar Analyst
Workflow.

8. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

The following image shows the events per user.
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Creating a Big Number Chart

Big number charts display important metrics on the SOC wall that you want your team to monitor. Turn
on trending to see how your organization is doing over time.

Complete one of the following tasks: “Creating Widgets from an Offense Data Source” on page 49 or
“Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source” on page 51. Ensure that you have query results.

1. In the Views section of the widget, give the chart a name and select whether to show the title and the
update status.

2. Select Big Number Chart.

3. On the General tab, set the value and font size.

4. For offense data sources only, choose how to aggregate the values. The following table describes the
available aggregation options:

DescriptionOption

Returns the first value of the selected field in the data set.First
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DescriptionOption

Returns the average of all numeric values for the selected
field.

Average

Returns the sum value for the selected field.Sum

Returns a row count of the selected field.Count

Returns the maximum value for the selected field.Maximum

Returns the minimum value for the selected field.Minimum

5. Turn on trending to compare the current and previous values.

On the chart, an arrow indicates whether the value increased, decreased, or stayed the same since the
previous value.

6. For numeric data from AQL data sources, set Display 0 if no data is returned to On if you want to
prevent a blank chart or aNodatawas returnedmessage. This behavior matches the standard behavior
for offense data sources.

7. On the Thresholds tab, set thresholds to display conditional color formatting in the chart.

a. Click Add Threshold Indicator.

b. Select a threshold indicator, enter a threshold value, and then click Add Value to pick a color or
enter an HTML color code in the color palette tomake it easier to select the same colors on different
charts. For example, if the value is higher than 50, set the background color to red and the data
color to black. If you only set the background color, the data color and view name display a contrasting
black or white, depending on the background color that you select.

NOTE: It is invalid to select a non-numerical column as a threshold. Run the query to get
results and check your threshold settings to make sure that they work properly.

8. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

TIP: The labels for the chart come from the queries that are used. If they are unintelligible
in the preview, edit the labels in the View section.
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The following image shows that the number of offenses increased since the last count.

Creating a Geographic Chart

Geographic charts map their presentation onto a geographic map by using location information, where
the data is displayed on the map according to the geographic location with which the data is associated.

Complete the following task: “Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source” on page 51. Ensure that you
have query results.

1. In the Views section of the widget, give the chart a name and select whether to show the title and the
update status.

2. Select Geographic Chart.

3. On the General tab, select the chart subtype.

Scatter Geo charts display points to indicate the IP source and destination of detected malicious
activities. You can display lines between the source and destination points.

Choropleth charts are shaded in proportion to the amount of malicious activity detected in each
geographic region.

4. Select the type of geographic data, metric data, location, and projection.

5. Set Show Legend to Yes and set the orientation.

6. On the Thresholds tab, set thresholds for the geographic chart. In scatter geo charts, thresholds can
be indicated in various ways. In choropleth charts, thresholds are indicated by using a color scale.

a. Click Add Threshold Indicator.
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b. Set thresholds to display any numerical field in the query, such as the magnitude of events. For
Scatter Geo charts, select the threshold indicator (point color, point shape, point size, line color, or
line width) and then select the column. For Choropleth charts, select color scale and then select the
column.

c. Enter a value and click Add Value to pick a color or enter an HTML color code in the color palette
to make it easier to select the same colors on different charts.

NOTE: It is invalid to select a non-numerical column as a threshold. Run the query to get
results and check your threshold settings to make sure that they work properly.

7. On theMap tab, show borders and map grids, and set the color scheme for when land and water is
displayed. If there is more than one geographic data source, you can also show the lines between data
sets.

8. On the Viewport tab, set the latitude, longitude, and scale for IP addresses.

9. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

TIP: The labels for the chart come from the queries that are used. If they are unintelligible
in the preview, edit the labels in the View section.

The following image shows a line between the two markers of a source IP and a destination IP.
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Creating a Pie Chart

Use a pie chart to represent numbers in percentages, or to visualize the parts of a relationship or a
composition.

Complete one of the following tasks: “Creating Widgets from an Offense Data Source” on page 49 or
“Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source” on page 51. Ensure that you have query results.

1. In the Views section of the widget, give the chart a name and whether to show the title and the update
status.

2. Select Pie Chart.

3. On the General tab, select a label and value.

4. For offense data sources only, clickMore options, and select an aggregation type for the value. The
following list describes the available aggregation options:

DescriptionOption

If the field is numerical, returns the sum of each unique
label.

No aggregation
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DescriptionOption

For each unique label, returns the first value of the
selected field.

First

For each unique label, returns the average of the selected
field.

Average

For each unique label, returns the sum of each value of
the selected field.

Sum

For each unique label, returns a row count of the selected
field.

Count

For each unique label, returns the largest numeric value
of the selected field.

Maximum

For each unique label, returns the smallest numeric value
of the selected field.

Minimum

5. Set Doughnut Chart to On to give the chart an open center.

6. Set Show Legend to Yes and set the orientation.

7. On the Format tab, select a text format and hover format for the labels.

8. On the Drilldown tab, choose a drill down action for when a slice is clicked in the pie chart. You can
open a Pulse dashboard, a URL, or a specific page in the source application (QRadar or QRadar Analyst
Workflow).

a. If you chose to open a Pulse dashboard, select the dashboard to open, optionally select dashboard
parameter values, and choose whether to open it in the current window or in a new window.

If you set parameters, they are passed to the target dashboard based on the slice that was clicked
in the pie chart. For example, if you set an ID parameter, the bar or segment ID is passed as a
parameter to the target dashboard. If you set a dashboard parameter value toDefault, no parameter
value is passed to the target dashboard; the existing session or default parameter value is used or
the parameter field is blank in the target dashboard Parameters card

b. If you chose to open a URL, specify an absolute path to open an external URL or a relative path to
open a QRadar page such as DNS lookup. The URL opens in a new browser window.
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You can define any number of parameters anywhere in the URL. Enclose parameters in braces. The
following table lists some typical QRadar URLs with parameters:

URLDescription

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type
=port_scan&host={ip_address}

QRadar port scan

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
port scan page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=
dns_lookuphost={ip_address}

QRadar DNS lookup

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
DNS lookup page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=whois
_lookup&host={ip_address}

QRadar WHOIS lookup

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
DNS lookup page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=
whois_lookup&host={ip_address}

QRadar WHOIS lookup

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
WHOIS lookup page opens to the source or destination
IP address of the row.
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URLDescription

/console/do/sem/offensesummary?appName=
Sem&pageId
=OffenseSummary&summaryId={offense_id}

QRadar Offense Summary page

The data sourcemust include offense IDs. The {offense_id}
string defines an ip_address URL parameter for an ID
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
Offense Summary page opens to the offense ID of the
row.

c. If you chose to open a page in the source application, select the page to open and specify a data
column for each URL parameter. (At this time, only the Offense Summary page is available and only
an offense_id URL parameter is required.)

Depending on the source application, the page will open in either QRadar or QRadar Analyst
Workflow.

9. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

TIP: The labels for the chart come from the queries that are used. If they are unintelligible
in the preview, edit the labels in the View section.

The following image shows the events per user. Hover text was configured so that the column name and
percentage of the slice is displayed.

Creating a Scatter Chart

Use scatter charts to explore correlations between different measures. Scatter charts use data points to
plot two measures anywhere along a scale.
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Complete one of the following tasks: “Creating Widgets from an Offense Data Source” on page 49 or
“Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source” on page 51. Ensure that you have query results.

1. In the Views section of the widget, give the chart a name and select whether to show the title and the
update status.

2. Select Scatter Chart

3. On the General tab, set the following properties:

a. Select a field for the x-axis.

b. Select Dynamic Series to subdivide the x-axis field by another field. By using a dynamic series, you
can compare subdivisions within the x-axis field.

NOTE: To prevent performance degradation, QRadar Pulse renders the first 20 data series
that it detects, and ignores subsequent series. You can limit the size of the data by using
the AQLWHERE clause to LIMIT and ORDER your data sets for use in a dynamic series.

c. Select a field for the y-axis and specify the axis label, line mode, and symbol shape and size for data
points in the scatter chart.

d. Set Show Legend to Yes and set the orientation.

4. On the Axes tab, set the Y Axis Type based on the data that is retrieved from the query. The following
table describes the available axis types:

DescriptionType

The chart attempts to automatically determine the type
based on the data set.

None

Numeric axis mode. Displays a range of numbers. Each
bar represents a unique numerical value for each selected
field, and bars are spaced in a linear manner according to
their values.

Linear

Numeric axis mode. Bars display as unique numerical
values, and are spaced in a logarithmic manner according
to their values.

Log

5. Set theValueAxis Range toYes and enterMinimum andMaximum values tomake it easier to compare
data in different charts.
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6. On the Thresholds tab, set thresholds for the scatter chart. Thresholds can be indicated in various ways
in the chart.

a. Click Add Threshold Indicator.

b. Set thresholds to display any numerical field in the query, such as the magnitude of events. Select
the threshold indicator (point color, point shape, point size) and then select the column.

c. Enter a value and click Add Value to pick a color or enter an HTML color code in the color palette
to make it easier to select the same colors on different charts.

It is invalid to select a non-numerical column as a threshold. Run the query to get results and check
your threshold settings to make sure that they work properly.

7. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

The following image shows a scatter chart to display events by unique ID:

Creating a Tabular Chart

Use a tabular chart when you have more than one set of values that have a direct relationship.

Complete one of the following tasks: “Creating Widgets from an Offense Data Source” on page 49 or
“Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source” on page 51. Ensure that you have query results.
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1. In the Views section of the widget, give the chart a name and select whether to show the title and the
update status.

2. Select Tabular Display

3. On the General tab, set the following properties:

a. Select all columns or specify which columns to display.

b. If you selected specific columns, clickMore options for each column and give the column a name
to display. You can also specify the column alignment for the specific column, or use the alignment
that is inherited from the default column settings.

c. Select the default alignment for all of the columns in the table.

d. Select a table size and the maximum number of items to display.

4. On the Thresholds tab, set thresholds to display conditional color formatting in the chart.

a. Click Add Threshold Indicator.

b. Set thresholds to display any numerical field in the query, such as the magnitude of events. Select
the threshold indicator (color, shape, or both) and then select the column.

c. If you selected color, enter a value and then click Add Value to pick a color or enter an HTML color
code in the color palette to make it easier to select the same colors on different charts.

d. If you selected shape, enter a value and then click Add Value to pick a shape.

If you select color and shape threshold indicators, color is applied to the shape instead of the left
border of the table. For example, a caution state can be displayed as a yellow triangle. You can use
the same threshold values for color and shape.

Run the query to get results and check your threshold settings tomake sure that theywork properly.
It is invalid to select a non-numerical column as a threshold.

5. On the Drilldown tab, choose an action for when a row is clicked in the tabular chart. You can open a
Pulse dashboard, a URL, or a specific page in the source application (QRadar or QRadar Analyst
Workflow).

a. If you chose to open a Pulse dashboard, select the dashboard to open, optionally select dashboard
parameter values, and choose whether to open it in the current window or in a new window. If you
set parameters, they are passed to the target dashboard based on the row that was clicked in the
tabular chart. For example, if you set an ID parameter, the bar or segment ID is passed as a parameter
to the target dashboard. If you set a dashboard parameter value to Default, no parameter value is
passed to the target dashboard; the existing session or default parameter value is used or the
parameter field is blank in the target dashboard Parameters card.
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TIP: If you drill down to a different Pulse dashboard in the same window, you can use the
breadcrumb trail to return to previous dashboards in the drill path.

b. If you chose to open a URL, specify an absolute path to open an external URL or a relative path to
open a QRadar page such as DNS lookup. The URL opens in a new browser window.

You can define any number of parameters anywhere in the URL. Enclose parameters in braces. The
following table lists some typical QRadar URLs with parameters:

URLDescription

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type=port_
scan&host={ip_address}

QRadar port scan

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
port scan page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type
=dns_lookup&host={ip_address}

QRadar DNS lookup

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
DNS lookup page opens to the source or destination IP
address of the row.

/console/core/jsp/investigate.jsp?type
=whois_lookup&host={ip_address}

QRadar WHOIS lookup

The data source must include source or destination IP
addresses. The {ip_address} string defines an ip_address
URL parameter for a source or destination IP address
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
WHOIS lookup page opens to the source or destination
IP address of the row.

/console/do/sem/offensesummary?appName=Sem&page
Id=Offense
Summary&summaryId={offense_id}

QRadar Offense Summary page

The data sourcemust include offense IDs. The {offense_id}
string defines an offense_id URL parameter for an ID
column. Then, when you drill down on a table row, the
Offense Summary page opens to the offense ID of the
row.
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c. If you chose to open a Pulse dashboard, select the dashboard to open, optionally select dashboard
parameter values, and choose whether to open it in the current window or in a new window.

If you set parameters, they are passed to the target dashboard based on the row that was clicked
in the tabular chart. For example, if you set an ID parameter, the row ID is passed as a parameter
to the target dashboard. If you set a dashboard parameter value to Default, no parameter value is
passed to the target dashboard; the existing session or default parameter value is used or the
parameter field is blank in the target dashboard Parameters card.

TIP: If you drill down to a different Pulse dashboard in the same window, you can use the
breadcrumb trail to return to previous dashboards in the drill path.

6. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

TIP: The labels for the chart come from the queries that are used. If they are unintelligible
in the preview, edit the labels in the View section.

The following image shows a tabular chart to display the magnitude and description of the most severe
offenses.
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Creating a Time Series Chart

Time series charts illustrate data points at successive intervals of time. You use a time series chart to show
trending or comparisons.

Complete the following task: “Creating Widgets from an AQL Data Source” on page 51. Ensure that you
have query results.

1. In the Views section of the widget, give the chart a name and select whether to show the title and the
update status.

2. Select Time Series Chart.

3. On the General tab, set the following properties:

a. Select the time for the x-axis to display.

b. Select the dynamic series option to split the time series by a specific data point. This option helps
make the data more visually consumable, and makes it easier to create a time series chart. For more
information, see “Time Series Charts in QRadar Pulse” on page 91 and “Tracking the Top Five Most
Active Devices in the Last Ten Minutes” on page 95.

c. Select a field for the y-axis and a color for the display. Optionally, click Add Series to plot more than
one series.

TIP: For best results in time series area charts that are not stacked, order the y-axis fields
from smallest to largest on the General tab. Ordering the fields prevents larger values
from overlapping smaller values.

d. Optional: Set Area Chart to On to fill the area below the plotted line with color.

e. If you use an area chart with more than one y-axis series, set Stacked Area Chart toOn to sum and
stack the series on top of each other.

f. Set Show Legend to Yes and set the orientation.

4. On the Legend tab, set Show Legend to On and set the orientation.

5. On the Axes tab, set the Y Axis Type based on the data that is retrieved from the query. The following
table describes the available axis types:

DescriptionType

The chart attempts to automatically determine the type
based on the data set.

None
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DescriptionType

Numeric axis mode. Displays a range of numbers. Bars
display as unique numerical values for each selected field,
and are spaced in a linearmanner according to their values.

Linear

Numeric axis mode. Bars display as unique numerical
values, and are spaced in a logarithmic manner according
to their values.

Log

6. Turn on value axis range to set a minimum and maximum for the value axis, and then click Save.

7. On the Thresholds tab, set threshold lines so that you can quickly recognize when values exceed
predefined benchmarks, such as low, medium, high, and critical.

a. Enter a name for the line and a value, and then click Add Value.

b. Pick a color or enter an HTML color code in the color palette. You can use the same color code in
multiple charts, which helps make threshold displays consistent in meaning across all of your charts.

For example, Critical has a value of 10 and is burgundy in color. The name Critical appears when
you hover over the line in the chart.

8. Preview how the chart looks and then click Save.

TIP: The labels for the chart come from the queries that are used. If they are unintelligible
in the preview, edit the labels in the View section.

The following image shows the top 10 most active devices in the last ten minutes.
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Time Series Charts in QRadar Pulse

At first glance, creating a time series chart from relational data in QRadar Pulse can be challenging. The
amount of data that is returned by an AQL query can be unwieldy, but with some background knowledge
and careful planning, you can produce relevant and meaningful time series charts.

NOTE: After you read about time series charts, create a dynamic time series chart by following
the procedure in “Tracking the Top FiveMost ActiveDevices in the Last TenMinutes” on page 95.
In QRadar Pulse 2.1.4 or later, the time series chart has a dynamic series option that is useful
when you don't know which devices you want to track, or find it difficult to make time series
charts work properly. It automatically detects series and displays them as separate lines on the
time series chart.

Ordering a metric by starttime does yield a time series, like the following AQL query, but the amount of
returned data can be unwieldy to work with and understand.

select starttime as 'Start Time', SUM(eventcount) as 'Event Count (Sum)' from events where eventcount
<> NULL GROUP BY starttime order by starttime LAST 60 minutes

The amount of returned data can result in a noisy chart that doesn't provide much information. The event
start times might not occur at regular intervals, which can create gaps in the data set.
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Creating Intervals in a Time Series Query

The first step is to decide the type of interval to use for your data analysis. Do you want to look at data
from a narrow interval, such as every second? Or in larger intervals of every minute or every hour? This
decision is important because data points must be grouped in intervals so that a metric is calculated.

Using the original query, you can group the data by using one of the following techniques:

• Using the GROUP BY clause to create an interval: GROUP BY starttime/60000. Because starttime is
in displayed in milliseconds, if you divide by 60,000 (60 seconds x 1000 milliseconds), you create groups
or intervals of 60 seconds (1 minute).

• Changing the ORDER BY clause to use the aggregate sTime.

The query changes to the following code:

select starttime as 'sTime', SUM(eventcount) as 'Event Count (Sum)' from events where eventcount > 0
GROUP BY starttime/60000 order by "sTime" LAST 60 minutes

The data is nowmore visually consumable and ensures that one data point occurs every minute. Now that
the intervals are properly defined, you can use a few strategies to format the data into a more friendly
time series format.

Pivoting Rows to Columns to Create a Series

One method for creating a time series chart involves pivoting the rows of data into columns that directly
represent a series in Pulse. For example, if your use case is to count events for a specific device for each
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1-minute interval, you must create a separate conditional aggregate for each series that you want to plot
on the graph.

SUM(IF LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) = 'System Notification' THEN 1.0 ELSE 0.0) as
system_notification SUM(IF LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) = 'SIM Audit' THEN 1.0 ELSE 0.0) as
sim_audit

The full query looks like the following example:

SELECT starttime/(1000*60) as 'minute', (minute * (1000*60)) as 'stime', SUM(IF
LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) = 'SystemNotification' THEN1.0 ELSE 0.0) as system_notification,
SUM(IF LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) = 'SIM Audit' THEN 1.0 ELSE 0.0) as sim_audit FROM
events WHERE devicetype <> NULL GROUP BY minute ORDER BY stime asc LAST 10 minutes

The query takes the row data for both System Notification and SIM Audit devices and pivots them into
separate columns that correspond to a series on the chart:

The following image shows the view configuration and chart display for pivoting the rows.
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While this method is fairly efficient to transform relational data into time series data, youmust know ahead
of time what data you're looking for.

Creating a Dynamic Time Series

What if you don't know ahead of time what devices you're looking for, or you want to graph the top five
most active devices in the last hour? You can create a dynamic time series in QRadar Pulse V2.1.4. Rather
than pivoting rows of data into columns, the second strategy uses a secondary GROUP BY clause (called
"device" in the examples) to create a dynamic time series.

SELECT starttime/(1000*60) as 'minute',MIN(starttime) as 'stime', eventcount as 'eventCount', devicetype
as 'deviceType', LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) as 'device', count(*) as 'total' FROMeventsWHERE
deviceType IN ( SELECTdeviceType FROM ( SELECTdevicetype as 'deviceType', count(*) as 'total' FROM
events GROUP BY deviceType ORDER BY total DESC LIMIT 8 LAST {Time_Span} ) ) and devicetype not
in (18,105,147,368) GROUP BY minute, device ORDER BY minute asc LAST {Time_Span}

The returned results for the query look like the following image:

The difference from the previousmethod is that the data is not pivoted into columns and contains repetitions
in the time column that is caused by the secondary GROUP BY clause. By using the dynamic time series
option, QRadar Pulse splits the data into a proper time series format. Select the column that contains the
time (stime for the x-axis), the column that contains the data (total for the y-axis), and the column that
contains the GROUP BY clause (to extract the different series by device).
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Although the chart looks the same as the one that was created by the previous method, the underlying
AQL query is much more dynamic. If the log sources change over time, the chart automatically updates
because the values are no longer hardcoded into the query.

However, you need to be aware of some caveats. Because the data rows don't pivot into columns, the
size of the data is much larger and grows proportionately with the number of devices. QRadar Pulse
processes the data, so the size of the data might negatively impact the overall responsiveness of the
browser. To prevent performance degradation, QRadar Pulse renders the first 20 data series that it detects,
and ignores subsequent series. Limit the size of the data by using theWHERE clause to LIMIT and ORDER
your data sets for use in a dynamic time series. For example, if the use case is "count the top three most
active devices in the last 10 minutes, excluding 'Health Metrics'," create the following query:

SELECT starttime/(1000*60) as 'minute', (minute * (1000*60)) as 'stime',
LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) as 'device', count(*) as 'total' FROM events WHERE device IN (
SELECT deviceList FROM ( SELECT LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) as deviceList, count(*) as
topDevices FROM events WHERE deviceList <> 'Health Metrics' GROUP BY deviceList ORDER BY
topDevices DESC LIMIT 3 LAST 10 minutes ) ) GROUP BYminute, device ORDER BY stime asc LAST 10
minutes

The query is more efficient, and ensures that the three rendered series correspond to the top three active
devices in the selected time span.

Tracking the Top Five Most Active Devices in the Last Ten Minutes

In this example, you create a dynamic time series chart to track the top five most active devices in your
environment in the last ten minutes. In QRadar Pulse V2.1.4 or later, the time series chart has a dynamic
series option that is useful when you don't know which devices you want to track, or find it difficult to
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make time series charts work properly. It automatically detects series and displays them as separate lines
on the time series chart.

For more background information, see “Time Series Charts in QRadar Pulse” on page 91.

1. Click Configure dashboard.

TheConfigure dashboard screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

2. Click Create new widget.

3. On the New Dashboard Item page, enter a name and a description for the item.

4. Select AQL from the data source list in the Query section, and enter the following AQL statement:

SELECT MIN(starttime) as stime, LOGSOURCETYPENAME(devicetype) as device, devicetype as
devices, count(*) as total FROMeventsWHEREdevices IN ( SELECTdevices FROM(SELECTdevicetype
as devices, count(*) as topDevices FROMeventswhere devicetype <> 368GROUPBYdevicesORDER
BY topDevices DESC LIMIT 3 LAST 10 minutes ) ) GROUP BY starttime/(60*1000), device ORDER
BY stime asc LAST 10 minutes

5. Keep the refresh time at every minute, and the results set at 1000.

6. Click Run Query.

7. In the Views section, call the chart Dynamic time series, and select Time Series Chart as the chart type.

8. On the General tab, configure the following options:

a. From the Time (x-axis) list, select stime.

b. Select the Dynamic Series option.

c. Split the series by device.

d. From the Values (y-axis) list, select total.

e. Set Show Legend to Yes and set the orientation.

9. Click Save.

The following screen capture is an example of what the chart looks like:
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Tracking Flow Data Trends Over 24 Hours

In this example, you learn how to create a time series chart to track all flow data from a specific interface
over the last 24 hours.

1. Click Configure Dashboard.

The Configure dashboard screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

2. Click Create new widget.

3. On theNewDashboard Item page, enter Flowdata over 24 hours as the name and provide a description.

4. Select AQL as the data source, set the Refresh Time to every 5 minutes, and enter the following AQL
query in the AQL Statement field:

selectMIN(starttime) as 'Start Time', count(*) as 'FlowCount' from flowsGROUPBY starttime/60000
ORDER BY 'Start Time' DESC last 24 HOURS

5. Set the Results Limit to 1000, and click Run Query.

6. In the Views section of the page, enter Flow Data over 24 hours as the View Name and select Time
Series Chart.

7. Select Start Time for the Time x-axis and choose Custom Series.
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8. Select Flow Count for the y-axis.

9. Click theMore options icon.

a. Leave the Axis Label as Flow Count.

b. Select Linear as the Line shape, and Line as the Line mode.

10.Click Save.

11.On the Configure dashboard screen, ensure the new widget is selected, and click Save.

The chart might look similar to the following example:

Aggregating Data to Create a Time Series Chart

In this example, you learn how to create a time series chart to show the number of events every minute
for the SIM User Authentication category. You use global views to aggregate the data into a format that
QRadar Pulse can display.

The AQL query to generate the time series graph looks like the following statement:

select categoryname(category) as 'catname',

category as 'All categories',
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count(category) as 'catcount',

first(starttime) as 'Time'

from events

where category = 16001

group by category, starttime/60000

order by Time

last 1 hours

The resulting graph displays the number of logins in the past hour. However, if you want to run the query
for longer than 24 hours, it might be difficult to get information over a period of days. Aggregated data
views, also called global views, can help. A saved search that is grouped by multiple fields generates a
global view that has many unique entries. As the volume of data increases, disk usage, processing times,
and search performance can be impacted. To prevent increasing the volume of data, only aggregate searches
on necessary fields. You can reduce the impact on the accumulator by adding a filter to your search criteria.

Part 1: Creating an Aggregated Data View in the Log Activity Tab

Aggregated data views are accumulated buckets of data that is used to generate reports and dashboards.
These global views are based on saved searches that accumulate the data regularly in the background.
Use the following procedure to create a time series graph for a SIM User Authentication category.

1. In QRadar, go to the Log Activity tab and switch to the Advanced Search field.

2. Tomake the global view reusable for any category, remove the "where" clause in the previous example,
enter the following AQL query, and then click Search.

select categoryname(category) as catname, category, count(category) as catcount, first(starttime) as
Time from events group by category, starttime/60000 order by Time last 1 hours

NOTE: By default, QRadar displays two "Top 10" charts above the results list. You work with
these charts to create the Global View. By default, it looks something like the following
example:
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3. On the pie chart, click Settings to display the configuration settings.

4. To convert the chart into a time series chart that works with Pulse, select Time in the Value to Graph
list, and then change the chart type to Time Series.

5. From the Value to Graph list, select COUNT.

6. Select the Capture Time Series Data check box, and then click Save. The Save Criteria page opens,
where you create a saved search and a Global View.

7. Enter Pulse Category Count in the search name.

8. Enter values for the following parameters:

DescriptionParameter

Select the check box for the group youwant to assign this
saved search. If you do not select a group, this saved
search is assigned to the Other group by default.

No aggregation

ClickManage Groups to manage search groups.Manage Groups
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DescriptionParameter

Choose one of the following options:

• Last Interval (auto refresh) Select this option to filter
your search results while in auto-refreshmode. The Log
Activity and NetworkActivity tabs refresh at 1-minute
intervals to display the most recent information.

• Recent Select this option, and from this list box, select
the time range that you want to filter for.

• Specific Interval- Select this option, and from the
calendar, select the date and time range that you want
to filter for.

Timespan options

9. Click OK.

NOTE: After the criteria is saved, the Global View is now active and ready for you to use in
QRadar Pulse.

Part 2: Verifying the Global View in the Admin Tab

First, verify that the aggregation (Global View) was created properly.

1. Go to Admin >Aggregated Data Management.

2. Select Time Series in the Display list.

TIP: You can filter the view to display your new Global View. For example, type Pulse.
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Part 3: Creating a Query with the Global View in Pulse

After you verify the Global View, you can switch to QRadar and create a query against this new Global
View.

1. Click Configure dashboard.

The Configure dashboard screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

2. Click Create new widget.

3. On the New Dashboard Item page, enter a name and a description for the item.

4. Select AQL from the data source list in the Query section, and enter the following AQL statement to
run a query from the new Global View:

SELECT * FROM GLOBALVIEW('Pulse Category Count','NORMAL') LAST 7 days

5. Click Run Query.

The query displays the columns in the results field.

6. Fine-tune the AQL statement:

a. Add the following columns:COUNT_category, Time, andCategory. Add aWHERECategory clause
and an ORDER BY clause so that the query runs in the correct time sequence.

b. Global Views are accumulated in three time ranges: NORMAL (by minute), HOURLY, and DAILY.
Add a GROUP BY clause to allow the flexibility to change the query between the three levels of
accumulation. The new query looks like the following example:

SELECT SUM(COUNT_category), Time * 1000 as Time FROM GLOBALVIEW('Pulse Category
Count','NORMAL') WHERE Category = 16001 GROUP BY Time ORDER BY Time LAST 7 days

NOTE: The HOURLY time range doesn't return any data until the Global View runs for at
least 1 hour. Similarly, the DAILY time range doesn't return any data until the Global View
runs for at least 1 day.

7. You can now create your time series chart in Pulse like the following examples with NORMAL (by
minute), HOURLY, and DAILY respectively:
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Displaying Dashboards

Open a dashboard into a separate window; for example, on a SOC wall. Select a specific dashboard to be
the default dashboard every time you log in. Pin dashboards or widgets to individual windows.
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1. Rearrange the layout of the widgets and the Parameters card as you like. Resize widgets to emphasize
certain ones.

2. View the widget. Depending on the chart view you use, several options for viewing the chart are
available from theMore options menu or as individual icons:

• Refresh the chart content immediately to see changes, instead of waiting for the next scheduled
refresh time.

• Toggle the chart settings to see all the available views of the data.

• Open the dashboard data in the corresponding Log Activity or Network Activity tabs to see more
details.

NOTE: If a widget contains parameters with no values, the menu options for Log Activity
and Network Activity aren't displayed.

• Zoom or pan the chart to focus your view on specific areas.

• Reset the chart axes after you zoom or pan the chart.

• Scale the size of the chart display in an expanded window, and easily restore the default. Toggle the
scale on and off. The scale floats over the bottom of the window while you adjust the scale, and
disappears when you move away from the scale.

3. Open a widget or dashboard to display in a new window on a SOC monitor.

4. Pin or unpin a widget or dashboard after you open it in a separate window. Restore all of your pinned
windows after they are closed.
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NOTE:
• If a pinned widget or a dashboard contains parameters, the pinned window saves the
parameter values at the point in time that the window was pinned.

• If you change the parameter values in the original dashboard or widget, and then close and
reopen the pinned window, the parameters in the pinned window aren't affected.

• If you edit the original dashboard or widget to add or delete parameters, and then close
and reopen or refresh the pinned window, the parameters in the window are affected.
Refresh your window to display the changes.

• If youmove the Parameters card of a widget to a different position in an expandedwindow,
and then close and reopen the window, the card returns to the original position.

You can edit the parameters of the pinned window by using the Parameters card in the
window. In SOCs where pinned windows can stay open on separate monitors for a long
duration, it can be useful.

5. To change your workspace color scheme or remove the default QRadar branding that appears when
you open any dashboard or widget in a new window, follow these steps:

• From any dashboard, clickMore options > User Preferences.

• Under Theme Options, choose a theme to control the background color and chart colors.

• Set IBM Branding to Disabled

• Click Close.

6. Remove widgets from a dashboard when the widgets no longer apply or delete dashboards when they
no longer apply.

NOTE: Removing a widget from a dashboard does not delete it from the app. Deleting a
dashboard doesn't delete the widgets from the app.

Changing the View Of Dashboard Item Data

You can change widget views or add widgets with different views in your dashboards so that you can see
data from other perspectives.
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In this scenario, youwant to add a pie chart view of the Events per user chart to theMiscellaneousmetrics
dashboard. By default, the dashboard displays the bar chart view.

1. To change the view of a dashboard chart, clickMore options > Settings to flip the card, and select the
view to display.

2. To add another view of the dashboard chart, complete the following steps:

a. From theMiscellaneous metrics dashboard, click Configure Dashboard , and scroll down the list to
find the item names of the chart view you want to add to the dashboard.

b. Click Add for each view you want to add to the dashboard, and click Done.

Both chart views are available on the dashboard.

Visualizing Security Incidents on the Threat Globe Dashboard

The 3D threat globe dashboard displays where incidents are occurring. Threat researchers can use the
visualization to see whether the same attacks are happening everywhere across the globe or just at specific
customer sites.

The threat globe gathers initial data to populate the 3D globe, so it might take a few minutes to complete
the visualization.
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NOTE: QRadar Pulse 2.1.6 onQRadar 7.3.1 or later uses theQRadarMaxMind database. QRadar
Pulse uses the following order of precedence to find the geographical locations:

1. Looks at the network hierarchy (in QRadar 7.3.1 or later. If you're using 7.3.0, QRadar Pulse
starts its process at step 2.)

2. Checks in the MaxMind database QRadar Pulse.

3. Checks in the MaxMind database in QRadar 7.3.1 or later.

4. Checks the QRadar Pulse configuration screen to verify that the latitude and longitude are
properly set.

1. Select the event categories that you want to see on the globe. Click Filter Categories to display the list
of offense categories. By default, all categories are selected.

a. To add or remove a category from the top list, select it.

b. To set the new categories, click Done.

2. Rotate the globe to focus on a country or continent. Events are plotted on the 3D globe according to
their location in a country. Turn off the auto-rotate function and then zoom in to focus on a country.
Click and drag the globe to change the angle. Use the following legend to understand what you see on
the globe:
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• Magnitude: Specifies how bad the offense is. The height of the visual spike on the globe indicates
the severity of the offense.

The magnitude rating of an offense is calculated based on relevance, severity, and credibility.

• Relevance determines the impact of the offense on your network. For example, if a port is open,
the relevance is high.

• Credibility indicates the integrity of the offense as determined by the credibility rating that is
configured in the log source. Credibility increases as multiple sources report the same event.

• Severity indicates the level of threat that a source poses in relation to how prepared the destination
is for the attack.

• Frequency: The size of the circles on the globe indicates the frequency of new events that are coming
in to the threat globe.

• Frequency trending: If the concentric circles continue to expand outwards, the frequency of offenses
is increasing.

• Source to destination: The path arcs from the source IP to the destination IP.

3. Hover over a security event category. Unrelated low-level categories are filtered from the top five
low-level categories and the event rate chart.
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4. Hover over the top five low-level categories to seewhich high-level security event category they belong
to.

5. The Offenses section initially displays the top 10 offenses with recent activity that are currently open,
sorted by severity, credibility, and relevance. As the app runs, the list is supplementedwith new offenses
from recent events. Click an offense to investigate it further.
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6. The timeline graph at the bottom of the page shows the last 15 minutes (default) of real-time activity.
Pause the timeline and then rewind it to replay the events as they came into the threat globe. Hover
over the timeline to see the date and time. The event rate is a running list of the events as they come
in. When you pause the timeline, the event rate also pauses.

NOTE:
• You can customize the length of time of the real-time activity on the Configuration page.

• By default, there is a 10-minute (600 seconds) delay fromwhenQRadar collects an offense
to when it is displayed in the threat globe.

• The threat globe's filtering is not based on whether an offense is active or inactive. Instead,
it shows open offenses with events that fall within an approximate 15-minute time frame
after a real-time delay of around 10 minutes.

7. The Event rate chart displays the rate at which security events are collected by QRadar before they're
visualized in the threat globe. In the screen capture, the number on the right reflects the total events
that came in during 1 minute. The number on the left reflects the number for the event categories that
are selected in the Security events section. Hover over the lines to display the high-level category.
Events that are filtered from the Security Event categories appear as gray lines.
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Event Categories That Are Visualized in the Threat Globe Dashboard

Event categories are used to group incoming events for visualizing by the Threat Globe. Events that occur
on your network are aggregated into high-level and low-level categories. Each high-level category contains
low-level categories and an associated severity level and ID number.

Table 5: Event Categories

DescriptionSecurity event category

Authentication and access controls that are used for monitoring network events.Access

Events that are related to application activity, such as email or FTP activity.Application

Events that are related to asset profiles. Asset profiles provide information about each
known asset in your network, including what services are running on each asset.

Asset profiler

Events that are related to audit activity, such as email or FTP activity.Audit

Events that are related to authentication, sessions, and access controls that monitor users
on the network.

Authentication

Events that are generated from a custom offense, flow, or event rule.CRE

Events that are related to your hardware system.Control System

Events that are related to denial-of-service (DoS) attacks against services or hosts.DoS

Events where communication or access exploits occurred.Exploit

A single transmission of data that passes over a link during a conversation.Flow
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Table 5: Event Categories (continued)

DescriptionSecurity event category

Events that are related to administration of network policy and the monitoring network
resources for policy violations.

Policy

Events that are related to potential application exploits and buffer overflow attempts.Potential Exploit

Events that are related to scanning and other techniques that are used to identify network
resources.

Recon

Events that are related to QRadar Risk Manager.Risk

Events that are related to QRadar Risk Manager audit events.Risk Manager Audit

Events that are related to user interaction with the QRadar Console and administrative
features.

SIM Audit

Events that are related to sense user behavior analytics.Sense

Events that are related to viruses, Trojan horse programs, back door attacks, and other
forms of hostile software.

Suspicious Activity

Events that are related to system changes, software installation, or status messages.System

A graphical representation of network connections over time.Time Series

Events that are not parsed and therefore cannot be categorized.Unknown

Events that are related to user-defined objects.User Defined

When the VIS component discovers and stores new hosts, ports, or vulnerabilities that
are detected on the network, the VIS component generates events. These events are
sent to the Event Collector to be correlated with other security events.

VIS Host Discovery

Investigating the Details Of an Offense from the Threat Globe Dashboard

Conduct a more comprehensive investigation by studying the details of a particular offense.

1. From the main global view, click an offense to open theOffense Details page. The visualization display
expands to show you the selected offense and where it is occurring on the 3D globe.
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2. Click View full details to get detailed information in a separate browser tab.

3. Click the Pulse tab (or click the left arrow) to return to the original screen with refreshed content.

Visualizing the Average Magnitude of an Event on a Geographic Chart

In this example, you set the source and destination IP addresses, edit the colors that display on the scatter
geo chart, and set the chart to auto rotate in the dashboard.

To ensure that themap renders properly inQRadar Pulse, your browsermust be connected to the Internet.

1. Click Configure dashboard.

The Configure dashboard screen displays a library of available widgets, with details about each widget.

2. Click Create new widget.

3. On the New Dashboard Item page, enter Magnitude of events as the name and provide a description.
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4. Select AQL as the data source, set the Refresh Time to every 5 minutes, and enter the following AQL
query in the AQL Statement field:

SELECT sourceip as 'Source IP',

destinationip as 'Destination IP',

AVG(magnitude) as 'Average Magnitude',

count(*) as 'Number of Events', 

GEO::LOOKUP(destinationip, 'geo_json') as destinationGeo,

GEO::LOOKUP(sourceip, 'geo_json') as 'sourceGeo'

from events

group by 'Source IP'

5. Set the Results Limit to 1000, and click Run Query.

6. Configure the chart display. In the Views section of the page, enter Magnitude of events as the View
Name and select Geographic Chart as the chart type.

7. On the General tab, select sourceGeo in the Geographic Data field, and click theMore options icon.

a. Leave the Axis Label as sourceGeo.

b. Select sourceGeo as the Hover Text.

c. Pick a round symbol, green color, and size 5 for the data point.

d. Click theMore options icon to minimize the selected row.

8. ClickAdd Series, select destinationGeo, and repeat step 7. In step 7 (c), change the values to a diamond
symbol, pink color, and size 8 for the data point.
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9. Select Globe (Orthographic) for the Projection.

10. Set Show Legend to Yes, and pick the Vertical legend orientation.

11.On the Thresholds tab, click Add Threshold Indicator. You can apply thresholds only if the AQL query
contains numeric columns, such as Average Magnitude, Number of Events and count(*).

a. Select a threshold indicator, and click the More options icon.

b. Select a column, add a threshold value, and then click Add Threshold.

c. Change the option or use the default options. Add as many threshold values as you need.

d. Optional: For the Point Color threshold, select a color scale mode to display on the dashboard item.

12.Optional: Pick a scale mode to display for the Point Color threshold. The color scale mode displays
under the legend on the dashboard item.

13.On theMap tab, enable all of the options except for Display Grid.

14. Pick colors for the lines, land, water, borders of the map. Choose whether to display the map grid or
not.

15.On the Viewport tab, configure the latitude, longitude, and scale for how the map displays in the
dashboard item. When you're happy with the preview display, click Set latitude, longitude, and scale
as seen in the preview.

16.Click Save.
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17.Optional: Click the Settings icon on the dashboard item, and toggle the Autorotate Globe switch.
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Troubleshooting QRadar Pulse

To isolate and resolve problems with QRadar Pulse, use the troubleshooting and support information.

Recovering from a Failed QRadar Pulse Upgrade

After you, as an administrator, upgrade to the latest release of QRadar Pulse, if you see the following error
messagewhen you open the Pulse tab: "The database version is incompatible with the application version.",
you must back up and restore the data for the threat globe and for the other dashboards. QRadar Pulse
is an extension that contains two apps ( Pulse - Dashboard and Pulse - Threat Globe ).
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After you, as an administrator, upgrade to the latest release of QRadar Pulse, if you see the following error
messagewhen you open the Pulse tab: "The database version is incompatible with the application version.",
you must back up and restore the data for the threat globe and for the other dashboards. QRadar Pulse
is an extension that contains two apps ( Pulse - Dashboard and Pulse - Threat Globe ).

1. Use SSH to log in to your QRadar Console or the QRadar app host as the root user.

2. To back up the Pulse - Dashboard app, follow these steps:

a. Identify the app_id of the Pulse - Dashboard app by typing the following command:

psql -U qradar -c "select id, name from installed_applicationwhere name ilike '%pulse.full_name%'"

b. To create a backup of the persistent storage directory of the Pulse -Dashboard app, in the following
command, replace <pulse_dashboard_app_id> with the app_id from the previous step. Ensure that
you include the dot (.) at the end of the command.

tar -cvzf pulse-dashboard-backup-$(date +%s).tar.gz -C /store/docker/volumes/qapp- .

The command creates a pulse-dashboard-backup-<epoch_timestamp>.tar.gz file in the current
directory. The <epoch_timestamp> section of the name is a time stamp in epoch format.

3. To back up the Pulse - Threat Globe app, follow these steps:

a. Identify the app_id of the Pulse - Threat Globe app by typing the following command:

psql -U qradar -c "select id, name from installed_application where name ilike '%Pulse - Threat
Globe%'"

b. To create a backup of the persistent storage directory of the Pulse - Threat Globe app, in the
following command, replace the <pulse_threat_globe_app_id> variable with the app_id from the
previous step. Ensure that you include the dot (.) at the end of the command.

tar -cvzf pulse-dashboard-backup-$(date +%s).tar.gz -C /store/docker/volumes/qapp- .

The command creates a pulse-threat-globe-backup-<epoch_timestamp>.tar.gz file in the current
directory. The <epoch_timestamp> section of the name is a time stamp in epoch format.

4. Keep your SSH session open.

5. In a web browser, log in to QRadar as an administrator.

6. Go toAdmin >ExtensionsManagement, uninstall QRadar Pulse, and then reinstall the version that you
tried to upgrade.

7. To restore the backup of the Pulse - Dashboard app, follow these steps:
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a. In the SSH session, type the following command to identify the new app_id of the Pulse -Dashboard
app.

psql -U qradar -c "select id, name from installed_applicationwhere name ilike '%pulse.full_name%'"

The app_id changes when the app is uninstalled and reinstalled.

b. Confirm that the ./pulse-dashboard-backup-<epoch_timestamp>.tar.gz file is the name of the
backup file that you created in Step 2 (b).

c. Replace <epoch_timestamp> with the time stamp on the file name and replace
<new_pulse_dashboard_app_id> with the new app_id that you identified in Step 7 (a), and then run
the command:

tar -xvzf ./pulse-dashboard-backup-.tar.gz -C /store/docker/volumes/qapp-

d. Replace <new_pulse_dashboard_app_id> with the app_id from Step 7 (a), and then identify the
docker container_id of the Pulse - Dashboard app by running the following command:

docker ps -a --format "{{.ID}},{{.Image}}" | grep 'qapp/:' | cut -d , -f1

e. Restart the Pulse - Dashboard app server by replacing the <pulse_dashboard_container_id> with
the container_id that you identified in Step 7 (d) in the following command:

docker exec bash -c 'supervisorctl restart nodejs'

8. Restore the backup of the Pulse - Threat Globe app by following these steps.

a. Identify the new app_id of the Pulse - Threat Globe by running the following command.

psql -U qradar -c "select id, name from installed_application where name ilike '%Pulse - Threat
Globe%'"

The app_id changes when the app is uninstalled and reinstalled.

b. Confirm that the ./pulse-threat-globe-backup-<epoch_timestamp>.tar.gz file is the name of the
backup file that you created in Step 3 (b).

c. Replace <epoch_timestamp> with the time stamp on the file name and replace
<new_pulse_threat_globe_app_id with the new app_id that you identified in Step 8 (a), and then run
the following command:

tar -xvzf ./pulse-threat-globe-backup-.tar.gz -C /store/docker/volumes/qapp-

d. Replace <new_pulse_threat_globe_app_id> with the app_id you identified in Step 8 (a), and then
identify the docker container_id of the Pulse - Threat Globe app by running the following command:

docker ps -a --format "{{.ID}},{{.Image}}" | grep 'qapp/:' | cut -d , -f1

e. Stop the docker container for Pulse - Threat Globe by replacing with the container_id you identified
in Step 8 (d) in the following command:

docker stop
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A new docker container is created automatically.

9. Go back to QRadar, refresh the page, and verify that QRadar Pulse is working.

The following code shows an example SSH session. The highlighted sections indicate the commands that
are used in the procedure.

[root@hostname]# id | name ------+----------------- 1103 | pulse.full_name (1 row) [root@hostname]# ./
./log/ ./log/startup.log ./log/supervisord.log ./log/error.log ./log/access.log ./log/apiserver.log
./log/dbMigrations.log ./log/nginx_error.log ./app.db ./search.db ./appConfig.json ./results.db
[root@hostname]# id | name ------+---------------------- 1104 | Pulse - Threat Globe (1 row)
[root@hostname]# ./ ./log/ ./log/startup.log ./log/supervisord.log ./log/app.log ./config.p
./GeoLite2-City.mmdb [root@hostname]# ls #UNINSTALL AND RE-INSTALL PULSE AT THIS POINT
[root@hostname]# id | name ------+----------------- 1105 | pulse.full_name (1 row) [root@hostname]# ./
./log/ ./log/startup.log ./log/supervisord.log ./log/error.log ./log/access.log ./log/apiserver.log
./log/dbMigrations.log ./log/nginx_error.log ./app.db ./search.db ./appConfig.json ./results.db
[root@hostname]# 9f182e798d7d [root@hostname]# nodejs: stopped nodejs: started [root@hostname]#
id | name ------+---------------------- 1106 | Pulse - Threat Globe (1 row) [root@hostname]# ./ ./log/
./log/startup.log ./log/supervisord.log ./log/app.log ./config.p ./GeoLite2-City.mmdb [root@hostname]#
08f054b05295 [root@hostname]# 08f054b05295

How do I Get the Log Files to Analyze?

Specific diagnostic logs are stored in the store/docker/volumes/qapp-[id] directory.

The store/docker/volumes/qapp-[id] directory contains the following files:

DescriptionLog file

Logs all API calls and their return status.access.log

The main file that logs information and error messages.apiserver.log

Logs on the Nginx server for QRadar Pulse.nginx_error.log

Logs messages when it runs the deployment script
(install/upgrade) of the app. Also displays the configuration
settings.

startup.log

Logs written by the supervisor that tracks QRadar Pulse
processes.

supervisord.log
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DescriptionLog file

Is present only if you upgraded from a QRadar Pulse
version older than 2.1.3. It logs when the database is
upgraded from a previous version to the installed version.

dbMigrations.log

1. On the Admin tab, click System and License Management.

2. Select Systems from the Display list, and then select the relevant QRadar Console or App Host.

3. Click Actions >Collect Log Files.

4. On the Log File Collection page, click Advanced Options, and then select the Include Application
Extension Logs check box.

5. Choose the number of days to collect the logs, and click Collect Log Files.

6. Download the log files when they're ready by clicking the link in themessage that displays in the System
and License Management page.

Can't See Data in Dashboard Items

Depending on the type of chart, you can try several options to troubleshoot the problem.

1. To troubleshoot items that use AQL as the data source, try the following suggestions:

a. Make sure that your AQL statements work properly.

b. Dashboard items on the Event and flowmetrics dashboard use parameters thatmust contain values
to properly display data. Add values to the parameters or replace the placeholders for IP addresses
for the console and managed host.

c. The Ariel server might be temporarily unavailable or offline. Wait for it to come back online and run
the AQL queries again.

d. Go to the Log Activity orNetwork Activity tabs and run an AQL search to get the auto-completion
and messaging. If you're satisfied with the results you see, copy and paste the statement into the
Query section in QRadar Pulse.
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e. Make sure you're using the current version of the templates. For information about how to download
templates, see “Installing the QRadar Pulse App” on page 29.

f. If your AQL query contains a string comparison similar to the following example, the Log Activity
tab doesn't return any data, because QRadar Pulse sets the AQL string to lowercase, which breaks
the comparison.

select logsourceid, logsourcename(logsourceid), category, categoryname(category) from events
where logsourcename(logsourceid) = '<a log source on you system>' last 15 minutes

As a workaround, use the ILIKE operator instead of =. Another workaround is to edit the AQL query
in the Log Activity or Network Activity tabs.

2. To troubleshoot items that use offenses as the data source, go to theOffenses tab and make sure that
QRadar is receiving offenses from your network.

DNS Analyzer Dashboard Doesn't Appear in QRadar Pulse

To see the QRadar DNS Analyzer dashboard displayed in QRadar Pulse, both apps must be installed on
the same Console. Update your QRadar Pulse templates so that the QRadar DNS Analyzer dashboard
template appears.

1. From the dashboard, expand the dashboard list and click New Dashboard >Templates.

2. On the Browse Templates page, click Update for the QRadar DNS Analyzer dashboard template.

3. Click Back to Dashboard and refresh the browser.

Offenses Don't Appear on the Threat Globe Dashboard

By default, there is a 10-minute (600 seconds) delay from when QRadar collects an offense to when it is
displayed in the Threat Globe dashboard.

The Threat Globe dashboard's filtering is not based on whether an offense is active or inactive. Instead, it
shows open offenses with events that fall within an approximate 15-minute time frame after a real-time
delay of approximately 10 minutes. You can customize the length of time of the real-time activity on the
Threat Globe Configuration page. For more information, see “Configuring the Threat Globe Dashboard”
on page 33.
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Privacy Assessment

QRadar is used to create dashboards and visualizations of QRadar data.

Data Collection Sources

WhenQRadar Pulse renders visualizations, it might collect and cache QRadar data from the Ariel database
and QRadar offense API endpoints. During normal usage of the app, QRadar Pulse might also collect and
cache QRadar user capability information. During normal operation, the app might log error and debug
messages.

Data Usage

Data queries that return data larger than 1000 rows are cachedwithin the app container. This cache occurs
that so the visualization can be manipulated without requerying the data source.

When a dashboard item is created, some metadata might be attached to the item, such as the date of
creation and the author. This data is only used for information purposes, and only when the item is displayed
to the user.

The cached user capability information is used to assess which parts of the application a user has access
to, without continually querying QRadar.

Logs, which might include the current user's details, are typically used by developers and system
administrators to identify and debug software issues.
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Data Retention

By default, cached data queries are retained for 15minutes by default. A background process automatically
removes potentially cached items after one day.

User-created dashboards and dashboard items are retained until the user decides to delete them. If a user
cannot delete their own items (for example, they can no longer authenticate to QRadar), an administrative
API is available to delete all artifacts that are created by a user. This API can also be used to remove any
cached information, including permissions, that relates to this user.

Logs are rotated (deleted) based on a configuration setting. By default, this setting is configured to 30
days. Logs, data, and caches are removed if the app is uninstalled.
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